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It was for last year's Mardi Gras that
UCF business graduate Matt traveled to
New Orleans. He had experimented a little
with marijuana since he started UCF five
years ago, but at Mardi Gras he saw for the
first time the actual effect of hard drugs.
Matt saw what happened to a marijuana
smoker who experimented with Ecstasy, as
well as GHB ·(gamma-hydroxybutyrate).
It was the middle of the night when Matt
was woken up in his hotel room. The disturbance came from his friend Meagan,
another UCF graduate. Meagan was being

sexually assaulted by two guys at the same
time. Matt ordered the guys to get dressed
and kicked them
out.
The following
morning, Meagan
did not remember
what had happened to her just
hours earlier. She
had no memory of
any sexual activities whatsoever.
No police report
was made because Meagan admits to willingly taking Ecstasy and GHB.

Ecstasy, or MDMA (methylenedioxymethamphetamine) is a synthetic
drug that acts as a
stimulant and as a
hallucinogen at the
same time. MDMA
was once a drug that
marriage counselors
prescribed to couples during counseling. Recreational
usage became so
bad that the drug
was banned in the
United States in 1985. It is still a popular
recreational drug today.

Users take Ecstasy for the sense of wellbeing it gives them, its hallucinogenic
effects, or to dance all night at an hourslong rave party. Ecstasy stimulates the central nervous system while it produces hallucinogenic effects. The price depends on
the supply and demand in the local area,
but usually fluctuates between $20-$40 per
dose.
Ecstasy has been proven to cause brain
damage in animals. It depletes serotonin, a
necessary chemical in the brain. Serotonin
affects one's thinking process, mood,
aggressive behavior, sleeping and eating
ECSTASY, Page 5
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Exploring a closet
one bug at a time
NICOLE KING
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NEWS EDITOR

"Making a discovery is the equivalent of having someone hand you $5 million in a suitcase," Stuart Fullerton
said. "You just get the feeling that 'Here's something
nobody has ever se~n. "'
Fullerton, 58, works Monday through Friday from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. classifying bugs in a 7-by-12 foot room
called the "Bug Closet." As a wasp specialist, he has discovered at least two species of wasps on UCF's campus;
the Dryinus fullertoni is even named
after him. He might discover more,
it depends on what he and the students he works with finds while sifting through the 75,000 as-yet
unprocessed insects they have collected .
"This is not building a better stop
sign up the street, this is not making
a zillion dollars and having a 17
Fullerton
bathroom house, each with a roll of
toilet paper. This is what's out there
in our garden, this is what makes life for us. These are
living creatures created by the same person we were and
we don't know anything about them. Insects are neat
things. They are not just something you swat and say
'Oh another damn bug.'"
The collection Fullerton devotes himself to is in Room
121 of the Biology Building. Shelves line the walls,
leaving only about a three foot walkway for visitors to
pass through. Inside, Fullerton bends over a microscope,
peering at a wasp one-half inch long and trying to clas-
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UCB seni-0~::Stepllahiellillbought -~
·. O~e,., stud~nts, such
Kelly
two textbboks this semester for $80. Savage, fare better.
But when she wenlto the bookstore
"lgot about$75 back on the $300
to sell them back earlier this month, Ioriginally spent, but the books were
she received $1 for each.
from a few semesters ago,'~ Savage
"I was told they were old editions, said.
,
but how are we supposed to get our
, ~i's been a busy .month atthe bookmoney back wh~n l)l~W editions seem s,tore
students line up with hopes
tP be coming QUt ~~ery seme$ter?'1 ofgetting a return Qll their puJ"chases.
Hill said. '1 would ju~f like tQ see
Mate Eckh~ generalmanager of
instructors choose books tha,t ate tl\ecUCF Bookstore, said book buy-
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Continuing education

UCF awards 2,360
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back is based.on demand.
"A professor chooses a book for.his
or her class and communicates that to
us,''he said. ''We estimate how many
of those books will be returned at th.e
end of the. semester and will be used
for the next semester.
"If there is a high demand for a
book and the book is in good shape,
we give half price back to the stu~
dent. If there is not a great demand
for the hook, the return price caps out

BARNES, Page 6

Should we change our
mascot? Respond to our
question of the week.

Check out our updated
online calendar, your
source for UCF events.

www.IJCFfuture.com
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79-year-old graduate says
"better late than never"
NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

es I want to take.
"I made alot of friends at
One of the graduates dur- " UCF. mostly among the
ing this fall's gr~<luation is teadiers because of my age,"
79-year~old
Elmer he said. "'They have been so
Kundinger. Kundinger was
awarded a degree in liberal
arts from the College of Arts
and Sciences after first coming to U<:F in 19,95. He had
begun hi& college career in

Commencement
ceremonies were held
December 19 at the
UCF Arena.
Approximately 2,360
students graduated
during the four
services, bringing the
total number of
degrees awarded by
UCF to 96,496.
PHOTOS BY NICOLE KING
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January 6

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine
Thursday

Janmlry7

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Friday
January8

Soups

Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Monday
Januaryll

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Tuesday
January 12

S(lups
Taste Changer
Theme Cui sine

Wednesday
January l3

Soups
Taste Chnngcr
111emc Cuisine
Thursday

.January 14

Soup~

Taste Changer
Thrme Cuisine

London Broil w/Mushroom Sauce
Garlic Oven Roasted Potato
Carrots with Ginger
Cilantro Rice
Cream of Broccoli
Tomato Rice
Baked Potato Bar
Chicken Gyros

Turkey Snow Pea Stir Fry
Monday
Dijon Roasted Potatoes
.Tanuary18
Couscous
Zucchini w/Garlic & Basil
NE Clam Chowder
Beef Noodle
Popcorn Bar
Penne Pasta w/Spicy Italian Sausage

Dr. Martin Luther King Day

Linguine w/Bolognese Sauce
Au Gratin Potatoes
Sicilian Eggplant
Steamed Broccoli
Mexican Corn w/Black Bean
Cream of Chicken
·cheesecake Bar
Scallops Prover.cal

Tuesday

Roasted Vegetable Burrito
Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Corn Cobettes •
Wild Rice
Six Bean
Chicken Noodle
Nacho Bar
Tortellini w/Alfredo Sauce

Wwednesday
.January 20

Macaroni & Cheese
Corn Cobettes
Oven Brown Potatoes
Creamed Spinach
Southern Vegetable Beef
Minestrone
Hamburger Bar
Carved Prime Rib

Thursday

Vegetarian Lasagna
Tater Tots
Black Eyed Peas & Rice
Baked Sweet Potato
Tomato Florentine
Cauliflower Cheese
Taco Bar
Mongolian Shrimp
Beef & Broccoli Stir Fry
Mashed Potatoes
French Fried Okra
Peas and Mushrooms
Western Style Chili
Beef Barley
Hot Cobbler Bar
Fettucine Primavera

January 19

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

January 21

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Friday
Jauuary 22

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Monday
.January25

Soups
Taste ChaBgcr
Theme Cuisine

Baked Ham
Zucchini & Tomato Sauce
Corn O'Brian
Au Gratin Potatoes
Minestrone
Beef Noodle
Hot Pretzel Bar
Pasta Primavera
BBQ Chicken
Baked Potato
Baked Sweet Potato
Summer Squash
Chunky Chicken Vegetable
French Onion
Hot Dog Bar
Shrimp Thai Fry
Country Fried Steak w/Cream Gravy
Whipped Potatoes/Gravy
Cauliflower
Green Peas
Tomato Lentil
Chicken Noodle
French Fry Bar
Sizzling Chicken Breatt
Baked Penne Pasta
Roasted Potatoes
Broccoli Spears
Parmesan Baked Tomato
Vegetarian Vegetable
U.S. Senate Bean
Baked Potato Bar
Mongolian Vegetables
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Tuesday
January26

Soups
. Taste Changer
Theme Cui si ne

Wednesday

Soups
Taste Cb.anger
Theme Cuisine

Turkey Gullet w/Fricasee Sauce
Broiled Tomatos
Kernel Corn
Baby Red Potatoes Dijon
Old Fashioned Bean
Chicken Gumbo
Crispy Dippers Bar
Italian Sausage Omelet

racket

•
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January 27

Join us in the Knights' Pantry
Brunch: Noon • 1:30 p.m.
Dinner: 5:30 - 10:30 p.m.

a tennis

•

used to · be a pretty good
player and lthought rd take
it up again.
''.I'ro.i fh~ . type of person ·
wM is ~ways Iooki,ng for

greatJet doWJ,l. JtJoqktn.e so
lQng to g¢t here;!'
Ktihdinget §atd' he will
continue,, to.tt~e:"'c1a.sses at
Clf , ~\:t}l,ough+.b~ .· yJ()1J.'t

"~lfdn::nurs. 7:30km~ 7:30 p~
' Friday
7:30am,, - 2:30 pm .

WHO: Any Student (we accept meal plans or cash). WHAT: AH-you-care-to-eat buffet-style and
exhibition cooking for $6.95 (as low as $5.75 for meal plan members), including salad bar, veggie
bar. soups , deli sandwich station, and your favorite desserts and beverages. WHEN: Monday
through Friday from 5:00 pm to 7: 15 pm. WHERE: Located in the Student Resource Center.
WHY: Why not? Nutrition, variety, convenience, value, social interaction .isn't that enough?
Prize Winning Pork Ribs
Friday
Ranch Style Beans
January 15
Spinach and Bacon
Roast Swt Onions & Carrots w/Pecans
French Onion
Soups
Cream of Harvest Vegetable
Bread .& Cheese Bar
Taste Changer
Asian Chicken Fried Rice
111eme Cuisine

"just bec.!luse I've always
wauted, .to1' and volunteering
at a lQcal el~~entary school
~s ~ teactier~s nelper. ,nJ also

·., s9rortllinglsw-te<t vb years

The University Dining Room
All-You-Care-to-Eat Dinners

Wednesday

wonderful to me, l don't
want to leave. I thought I
would come back and take .a
course jqst to be around
them all.''
Now that he's out of
school? Kundinger will
spend his time learning to
play the tenor saxophone

Thursday

January28

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Friday
January 29

Soups
Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Monday
February 1
Soup~

Taste Changer
Theme Cuisine

Tuesday
- February 2

Soups
Taste Changer
Tneme Cuisine

KNIGHT~;

PANTRY

. . PlZ~4iU!I
Grilled Pork Chops
Roasted Vegetsblss
Green Beans
Prairie Potatoes
Southwest Tomato
NE Clam Chowder
Cheese and Cracker Bar
Vegetable Omelet
Roast Turkey/Cranberry Sauce/Stuffing
French Fries
Whipped Candied Sweet Potatoes
Vegetable Trio
Potato Soup
Cream of Broccoli
Bread and Spread Bar
Broccoli Tofu Stir Fry w/Ricee

Saturday
5:30pm '": 7:39p!fl
Sunday
5:30pm- 10:30pm
FIREHOUSE GRILL
Mon.-F(i. . llatn - 7:3Qpm
8,c _Sun. N()Qn - 1:30pm
-~:
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Baked Manicotti w/Marinara
Steamed Broccoli
Baked Potatoe
Fried Okra
Cream of Tomato
Seafood Gumbo
Brownie Bar
Lemon Ginger Stir Fry

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-dining

-~

7:3&~ - 10: 3opin
7:30a~,~ 7:3Qpm
Noon ~ 1: 30pm
. 5:30pm-" ,7:30pm

Pork Loin
L¥onnaise Potatoes
Spanish Rice
Baby Carrots
Vegetable Beef
Chicken Noodle
Chili Bar
Shrimp Fried Rice

eating: it's good for you!

•

·'.coNVENIEN·G. E·STORE

Yankee Pot Roast
Oven Brown Potatoes
Fresh Brussels Sprouts
Corn on the Cob
Oregon Tomato Vegetable
Cream of Mushrooms
Sundae Bar
Sizzling Chicken Breast Caesar Salad

Southern Fried Chicken
Country Mashed Potatoes w/Gravy
New Wave Vegetables
Corn
Chili Soup
Creamy Chunky Broccoli
Shortcake Bar
Pasta w/ Fresh Pesto Sauce

flam~ -l0:30pm·
11 arn - 7:30pm

" M1:fo.""ThurS.
Friday

•
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Hours of Operation

cmcK-FIL-A
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30am - 7:00pm
'Friday
7:30am-2:30pm
SUB CONNECTION
Mon.-Thurs. 10:30am - 7:00pm
Friday

•

•

.

l0:30am- 2:30pm

FRESHENS
Mon. -Thurs, 7:30am - 7:00pm
Friday

•

•

7:30am - 2:30pm

•

•
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The College of Arts and Sciences graduated 721 students, the Engineering and Education colleges, 567, the
College of Health and Public Alfairs, 502, and the
College of Business Administration had 570 graduates •
Bagpiper Stewart Meredith (left) announces the
entrance of the president and the platform party.
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(800) "U" REGGAE
reggae-jam.com

3 to 7 Night Vacations • FIA Seller of Travel #10098
Accept no imitations, we sJarted the f ammf/1 in '87
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Don't want tO sign a year lease?
Anyone can come to Col~ege Park-Knight's
Krossing and sign a ...

. '/lT TERH LEASE!
580

•

(Rt5R11cT/llH5,,,,.,YJ

.

•
•

•
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•

RENT INCLUDES:
FREE Pool
FREE Monitored Alarms
FREE Cable & HBO 1, 2 & 3
FREE 3 Full Size Tennis Courts
FREE Utilities
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Basketball Court
FREE Sand Volleyball Court
FREE Fitness Centers
& Game Room

KNIGHT'S
KROSSING
•

•!• Fully Furnished Apartments, Full
Size Washer & Dryer, Microwave
& Dishwasher in Every Apartment!

•!• Roommate Matching
•!• Individual
. 12 Month or Short
Term Leases Available

Tiie American Cancer Society's

.~.

~"~

~I~

Si

~~ces
~SOCETY"
Providing answers.
Saving lives.

1-800-ACS-2345

C

CUI out tobacco

H

Hold Ure lal

0

Only moderate use of
alcohol, if at all

I

Increase fruits,
vegetables and grains

C
E

Call your doctor for
reguJar checkups

12440 Golden Knight Circle
Orlando, Fl 32817
(located directly across from the UCF Campus)

(407) 380-5807

Exercise every day

S

Sa'-8rd Y• skin
from 1he Siii ~
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UCF bug collection is becoming nationally recognized
FROM PAGE

1

sify it.
If successful, he will add it to the 55,000
specimens already in the bug collection.
"This little collection is now known on a
national basis, not because it is a big collection but because it is very regional. We
know more about this 1, 100 acres at UCF
than any other place in the world as far as
insect life. We have more information than
the state collection in Gainesville about
what's going on in this area. Just knowing
what each bug is is not necessarily enough.
We need to know what it does, why it does
it, and what relationships it has with other
animals."
Fullerton has worked intermittently on
UCF's collection since he was a student at
the university in 1977. He has donated
money and equipment, but mostly, time;
and, as a volunteer, he has never been paid
for any of his efforts.
An avid bug collector since he was a
child, Fullerton said he started out at 14 or
15 collecting butterflies. "Probably most
bug collectors, real dyed in the wool bug
people, not nine to fivers , start with butterflies. They are big and gaudy and fun to
chase and you don't mind making a fool of
yourself," he said.
Fullerton, who is severely nearsighted,
said his parents did not realize he had poor
vision until he was 14. ''I was basically
blind as a kid, so what I did was look at little stuff up close and most of it was
insects."
When Fullerton was a sophomore at his
high school in California, he skipped
school and traveled with his box of bugs
100 miles to San Francisco. He visited the
Entomology Department at the California
Academy of Sciences. "I met the most
delightful people there," Fullerton said.
"They told me everything I was doing

the electric and telephone bills.
Fullerton said he doesn't mind the lack of
support by the university, but he does fault
UCF for destroying bug habitats with its
constant expansion. He said both of the
two species of wasps he discovered on
campus have had their habitats destroyed.
One species was found under what is now
the parking garage and the other's habitat
was bulldozed to make a retention pond
and a new road. "T~o extinctions in one
year might be a record," he said.
A rare species of spider was also discovered about 20 years ago in what is now the
parking lot for the UCF Arena Fullerton
said. "It's never been found any place in
Florida again-not that anyone has ever
gone out to look for it. It's not like hunting
elephants which are fairly big and you can
hear them coming. You're working with
things that are half an inch long."
Fullerton said he often feels as if he is
"running in front of bulldozers trying to
find out what's there before it is destroyed.
I fully expect that with the work we're
doing here, we will find many new species
and we'll say, 'Well, where were we when
we found it?' And then we'll say 'We were
under that parking lot over there.'
"We have no right to destroy species.
We're usurping the position of whatever
we consider our creator or higher power to
be and that takes a lot of ego for a human
being to do that. Yet ·we deliberately do it
PHOTO BY NICOLE KING
all over this place."
Undergraduate Fernando Gattorno works in
Despite his frustration, Fullerton said he
the Bug Closet in the Biology building, cata·
continues
to look for new bugs because he
loging the Herptile collection.
is constantly surprised by the insect world.
chase, I beat up on my friends to donate or · "They are the largest single group of liv1 threatened to come visit them."
ing creatures in the world. There are over a
Fullerton said the Bug Closet is almost million different species of insects named
totally self-supporting. The collection has and probably another -10 million that
an endowed fund and a small scholarship haven't been named. They are such an
associated with it. Fullerton said the only enormous group! Every day there is someexpenses the Biology Department has are thing new to look at."

wrong. After that, they told me what to do
and how to do it right. They said 'Come
back' and I did, several times through the
years."
After Fullerton retired from teaching in
1990, he began volunteering at the UCF
Arboretum. "That brought me back into
contact with the little bits of an insect collection they had," he said. "I was doing
some other stuff and I opened up a drawer
and said 'Gosh, this is a mess. Let me fiddle with it.' And after about a year of that,
I was doing all of that full time at home
and bringing it to school. So I stopped volunteering at the arboretum and. went into it
full time."
Fullerton said working on the collection is his way of giving back to other people. One of his biggest thrills, he said, is
inspiring the same kind of enthusiasm in
the students he wor~s with as the people at
the CaliforniaAcademy did in him. "There
is nothing like seeing the excitement on
the students' faces after they have just seen
something that has never been seen before.
I like to give back to others like those people did to me.
"This is an ongoing study that will be
going on long after I'm dead and that's one
of my goals , to make sure it does go on.
It's not about me, it's about the collection
now."
Fullerton's plans for the collection
began to become a reality in 1993 when
the head of the Biology Department decided to offer entomology to students on a
regular basis. Fullerton was asked to help
out with the lab. The Bug Closet opened
the following year with little support from
the university. "The students in the class
that year came in and we bought the supplies, built the table. One of them provided the little refrigerator and I bought the
materials and put up the shelves and
things. The equipment that I didn't pur-
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Ecstasy popular in downtown rave scene
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habits, sexual function, and sensitivity to
pain. Experiments with monkeys display
that the use of Ecstasy can reduce a person's serotonin levels in the brain by 90
percent for at least two weeks.
Ecstasy is normally bought and sold at
"raves", all-night underground parties
playing techno music. Raves, which can be
found locally on Church Street, are quite
popular arriong college students. Ecstasy
was an underground drug in the 1980s, to
be found mostly in off-campus bars. This
changed when a wave of Ecstasy appeared
in city clubs between 1992 and 1994.
The drug is created by changing the molecular structure of an existing drug or
drugs to create an entirely new substance.
These drugs are created in clandestine laboratories and are extremely dangerous.
There have been rumors circulating as to
where Ecstasy originated. Some old ravers
claim that Ecstasy first appeared in
London, during the 1980s. Others say the
drug was invented here in Florida. Rumor
has it that some Florida medical students
created Ecstasy in their school laboratory.
The street name of specific kinds of
Ecstasy vary according to time, place, and
manufacturer. The names change freguently.
According to users, the wired feeling of
Ecstasy, or "blowing up", is cleaner than
tripping on LSD. One feels no pain.
"I could burn myself with a cigarette, and
not even realize it. Ecstasy brings people

closer together, even if it is fake," said a
local user.
There have been several extreme cases
where Ecstasy users harm themselves permanently. The effects of too much of the
drug can cause nerve damage and muscle
twitches by drying out essential fluids in
the spinal cord.
Ecstasy is often used in combination
with other drugs, such as Rophynol and
GHB. GHB was made common by bodyb~ilders. The compound was used to stimulate muscle growth. Since the early
1990s, GHB has also become popular as a
recreational drug. Liquid or powder forms
of GHB are often mixed with other hallucinogens. It is sold underground in
Orlando for approximately $10 per dose.
GHB is odorless and has a cinnamon-like
taste. Users say it induces a state of relaxation and lasts about one and a half to three
hours .
The adverse effects from GHB can be
respiratory depression, respiratory arrest,
low blood pressure, coma, or death. In the
1980s, the U.S. government approved
GHB in clinical trials for narcolepsy treatment. Some European countries formerly
used the drug as an anesthetic. It was
declared illegal in 1990 by the Food and
Drug Administration.
Ecstasy, Rophynol, and GHB are commonly used in date rapes because a person
may noi remember what.happened to them
while under the influence of the drugs.
Recently, UCF's Alpha Delta Pi sorority
had a speaker who discussed such mind-

The UCF Police Department is making
altering drugs. Audience members were
instructed to never accept "hunch punch" an increased effort toward the fight against
or mixed drinks.
·
drugs on campus. With nearly 30,000 stu"We learned that keeping your hand over dents, the potential for drugs will always
the top of your cup can prevent anything be present.
"Only with community awareness and
from being slipped into your drink," said
training our children, can we squash future
UCF marketing major Natalie Natale.
"We are trying to educate people to make drug problems in our state," said State
logical and reasonable decisions in their Trooper Marcus Ferrari.
life," said Sgt. Tom Gorbas of UCF's
In 1997, UCF reported 22 arrests for
Crime Prevention Unit. "We want to teach drug related violations. This is the highest
two things: one, that date rape is a criminal reported number in the last five years. The
offense. And two, we are trying to get peo- 1998 statistics will be released in the secple educated that no means no."
ond week of January.
These days drug pharmacies are making
In June, Federal District Court Judge
Rophynol so that it will fizzle up and Maurice Paul handed down a life sentence
change the color of a drink. This is intend- to an international drug dealer in Florida.
ed to end the use of "Roofies" in date rape. Paul exvlained his feelings about giving a
"That's why GHB will be the "date rape" drug pusher this serious a sentence.
drug of the future," said Laura, a UCF
"Pushers are the lowest kind of criminal.
undergraduate.
Not only are they infected, ~ut they try to
"One time I had some GHB slipped to pass on their sickness to the rest of the
me at a bar on Church Street," said population. A pusher would sell drugs to
Jennifer, a UCF elementary education his own mother if he could," Paul said.
major. "It was probably one dose. I don't
Despite the risks of drug use, some sturemember anything from the bar or com- dents contend that is a normal part of coling home. All I remember was puking in lege life.
the bathroom."
"I think that it's normal for students to try
UCF has been doing its share in the fight mind altering drugs once or twice," said
against these drugs. CADIC (Campus UCF psychology major Jen. "But no more.
Alcohol and Drug Information Center) is a . I don't like how it gives someone a false
group on campus that makes an effort to feeling and it's just not worth the harm it
promote responsible decision-making does to your body. Also, I wouldn't want to
regarding alcohol and illegal drugs. Their mess with the law when it comes to these
primary concern is simJ?lY to advise and drugs. I can find ecstasy in a natural way. I
educate students of all the possible dan- can blow up just having a great time with
gers .
my friends or by being in love."

•
•

Applebee's .offers . • •

$2~00 off

students get
•
•

•

m·ond.ay steak :n:ig'ht
bourbon street ste,ak
•· h·ouse sirloin

10% off*
au the time

by sh.owing
student ID
* excludes alcohol

it's
an

2 for 1
bloody :m arys &

mimosas _
duri·ng
sunday brunch
10:30 a.m. ~ 3 P~m •

•

easel
Neighborhood Grill a.Bes

for great deals and great fun,
make it Applebee's

12103 Co Ueg iate Way • Orlando • 282-2055

• (rig ht across from the University)
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How to pick the right graduate school
TAYLOR SIKES

Narrowing it down
in Liberal Studies at Rollins
"A good campus visit is getting program," said Nilsson.
College. "The size of the school an appointment with at least one
•Cost
Cost is a major problem for doesn't always reflect what class- adviser and getting as much Meeting the faculty
The hardest part of going to graduate students. A common es will be like. Ask specific ques- information as possible about the
This allows you to ask specific
graduate school is the process of misunderstanding about gradu- tions in reference to size."
program," said 39-year-old Lee questions and helps to give a feel
choosing where you want to go. ate school is that there will be •Location
Anne Kirkpatrick, a graduate stu- for the people you will be study"A school's location is very dent at UCF, who's working on a ing under said Kirkpatrick.
There may be two or even three an abundance of financial aid
possibilities in your own city. and scholarships.
important," said Nilsson. "If it is master's degree in Statistical
"The faculty is very important,"
"Graduate school is very located in a big city you have all Computing.
Here is a process that can narsaid Kirkpatrick. "The reputation
said
row down your choices and help expensive,"
Kirkpatrick said to meet of the faculty influences job
you to find the graduate pro- Nilsson. "Plan way
with the faculty, see their placement and represents the
gram that best matches your ahead, at least a year.
facilities and see what quality of the program."
Apply for assistantinterests.
"Meeting potential professors
kind of students are
ships and fellowships.
enrolled in their program. provides an opportu"nity to see if
Make sure you have a
Gathering Information
It puts faces with statis- you connect with the professors,"
The first process in choqsing a job lined up to fit
tics and real people, said Nilsson." If you don't get
graduate school is research. your classes. If you
instead of just names and along with the professors, you are
Begin this by finding out as anticipate working in
going to hate graduate school."
degrees.
much information about a the day, make sure
Nilsson said the campus
school as possible. Write or night classes are
visit gives · you a feel for Tying it all together
email potential schools and offered."
Once all of your information
the atmosphere of the
"The Guide to
request departmental informaschool and allows you to has been accumulated, you have
check facilities
like met with the faculty and visited
tion and catalogs. You can also American Graduate
•University~eb Sites
each campus, sit down and go
use research directories, like Schools" said prices
libraries,
labs
and
class•Yagqo S~atcb Engipe: htl:p;flwWV'o(~}'ahoo.epm
Harold R. Doughty's "Guide to for a resident at state
rooms.
This
will
give
a
over your information. Look at
•Http:f/Www.gradsfhoots.com
'
American Graduate Schools and universities
range
good picture of how well the pros and cons of each school
•H,~·'· · .p;//~
. ·. .i.,.".·.'.·'· ·P. ¢tef'SO!'\S•CPffi
)!;<:·
·~
:~
.:+:
from
$1,800
to
Research Facilities."
department
is and why you or liked or disliked
the
"Research the Internet to $7,500 per year or
financed. Remember this them. Find the six or seven unifamiliarize yourself with the from around $2,400
will be the environment versities that match your interests
past publications of the faculty," to $15,000 for an out-of-state the resources of the city. you study intensively in.
and desired educational goals the
said Marlene Nilsson, a 23-year- student. Private colleges range Meanwhile, if you live out in 'the
She also said to make.it a point best, and apply to th~m. When
old UCF student working on her from $4,000 to $21,000 annu- boonies' then you have fewer to talk with students currently you find out where you are
masters in political science. "It ally.
opportunities. "
enrolled in the program. There is accepted, go back · through the
is good to know what kind of
Some state institutions are
a lot to tell from these students. process and make your decision.
research they are doing to see if permitted to waive fees for out- Visiting the -campus
Note their academic abilities,
Remember, the most important
you are interested in the same of-state graduate students, or
"I think if you are having a achievements and skills and see if part of choosing a graduate
things."
allow students to establish resi- hard time choosing a college, the they are similar to yours.
school is to make sure you are
Nilsson also said a good dency in a shorter amount of campus will help your decision,"
"See if other students are get- content with where. you choose,
resource for finding information time. Find out if the colleges said Fensch.
ting what they expect~d out of the so invest time in your search .
about colleges is your college you are looking at offer these
adviser or a professor from your options.
university. Professors know •Size
36 West Pine Street, Orlando, FL 32801 • (407) 317-7700
+.
One block niJ11h of Church Street Stamm, across from the Lynx Bus Tenninal
what the programs are generally
Be careful when looking at
http://www.oir.ucf.edu/dtac
like and can give you a feel for numbers concerning graduate
the school. They can provide schools. Despite large
advice on which programs are enrollment numbers, classes
"
the highest quality available. · may still be small. Find out speFaculty may also have contacts cific information about the size
or colleagues at other schools of departments you are looking
Spring 1999 Course Schedule
(Semester begins January 6, 1999)
that can provide insight into at and the availability of the
Key CRS&#
Sec.
Title
Hr. Days
Times
their programs.
professors that you want to
•
College of Arts & Sciences
"Speaking with an adviser study with.
335 3 INP 3 I 4 IC
0054 Advanced Applied Psychology
03
gives insight into where you
' You need to try to match
3354 1NP 314IC
0055 Advanced Applied Psychology
01
3355 INP 3141C
0056 Advanced Applied Psychology
should go. It gets you going in yourself up with a school as
03
00-57 Advanced Applied Psychology
3356 1NP 3141C
01
the right direction," said close as possible," said Jamie
7073 POS 3122
0057 State Government
MW
03
1200 1315
Nilsson.
Fensch, a 22-year-old student
1732 CGS 31 70C 0054 Internet Applications I
01
T
1730 1915
STAFF WRITER

UCP

Downtown Aeadgmie C,gnfgr

1735
6938

Barnes and Noble vows
to beat competitive prices

•
6946
4232
6945
4246
4200

•
FROM PAGE

1

at 40 percent, which is set by a
wholesaler."
Eckhart said there are many
reasons a book may not be in
demand.
"If there's a different professor, if the publisher quits printing the book, or if there's another edition to the book are alJ factors [that are considered]."
He said the bookstore will buy
back any book even if it doesn't
need it and will beat competitive
prices for textbooks. The books
that aren't needed are sent to
another school or the bookstore
has a sale the next semester.
The books that are put back to
be sold are at 75 percent of what
the new sale price was originally.
"If a new book costs $10, we
give back $5 to the student, and

then resell it at $7.50," Eckhart
said.
Eckhart said the bookstore
works with the faculty to re-use .
books so students can receive
money back.
On a new textbook, the publisher receives an average of 67
percent of the price, the author
gets around 9 percent, and the
freight company gets 2.5 percent. The bookstore receives 10
percent while the university
receives about 9 percent.
Chris Lee is the bookstore's
textbook supervisor and handles
orders, plus communicates with
the faculty about choices of
books.
"We get as many used books as
we can for students. We send
lists of books to wholesalers to
get used books. It gets hectic
this time of year, but that's the
business," Lee said.

6898
6909
6915
6927
6903
6921
7093
7355

CGS 3171C
SPC 3445

0054
OT54

Internet Applications II
Leadership Through Oral Communication

01
03

T

w

1730 1915
1800 2050

Cornerstone
Management of Organizations
Cornerstone
Quality & Productivity Management
Cornerstone Discussion

06
03
06
03
00

M
MW
MW
TR
R

1900
1000
1300
1400
1830

2145
lI 15
1415
1515
2115

Engineering Analysis
Thennodynamics
Engineering Analysis and Computation
Engineering Analysis-Dynamics
Probability & Statistics for Engineering
Engineering Administration
Engineering Economic Analysis
Solid Mechanics

03
03
03
03
03
03
02
03

MW
MW F
MW F
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

1500
0800
0900
0830
1000
I 130
1600
1730

1615
0850
0945
lll5
1245
1650
1845

03
03
03
03
03
01
03
03
03
03
03
03
02
03
03
03

M
M
T
T
T
T

1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800

2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045

College of Business
GEB 3031
MAN 3025
GEB 3031
MAN 3504
GEB 303 IL

OT55
OT54
OT54
OT54
0056

College of Engineering
EGN 3420
EGN 3343
EGN 3210
EGN 3321
STA 3032
EGN 4624
EGN 3613
EML 3601

OT54
OT54
OT54
OT54
OT54
OT54
OT54
OT54

0950

[See university schedule of classes for listing of FEEDS (video) courses.]

•

6484
6551
6561
6422
6260
6572
6806
6219
6430
7060
6587
6225
6434
6586
7055
7059

College of Health & Public Affairs
CCJ 4463
PLA 3203
PLA 3504
sow 6324
PAD6934
PLA4003
HSA 6938
PAD4446

sow 6655
PLA4408
PLA4794
PAD4932
SOW6914
PLA4763
CCJ 4105
PLA3l05

0054
0054
0054
0054
0057
0054
0054
0057
0054
0054
0054
0057
0054
0057
0054
0054

Cultural Diversity in Criminal Justice
Civil Practice & Procedures
Property & Real Estate Law
Clinical Practice with Groups
Issues in Public Administration
Careers in Legal Studies
ST: Capstone Symposium
Multiculturalism in Public Administration
Clinical Practice with Children and Adolescents
Law of Contracts
Advanced Legal Applications Computer Software
ST: Volunteerism in Public Administration
Research Project
Law Office Practices
Police & Society
Legal Research

w
w
w
w
w
R
R
R
R
R

Register for classes al the UCF Downtown Academic Center and you can enjoy the computer lab, bookstore, and
study lounge located in this modem, stale-of-the-art facility in the heart of Downtown Orlando. The downtown center
offers upper-division and graduate-level courses. We 're bringing quality programs and professors Downtown!

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

We will beat any·price on any textbook!
*See a store employee for details>l-

'UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

Your On-Campus UCF ~ookstore
:Extended Rush Hours: Monday- Thursday 7:30 - 8:00,
Friday 7:30 - 6:00, Saturday 9:00 - 4:00
407-823-2665
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Spelling problems curable
with some 'kommon cents'
AMANDA JOHNSON
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

Americans have forgotten
how to spell. Need proof?
Take the typical American
day. You get up and enjoy
your breakfast, maybe some
Trix cereal, or if you really
don't know how to spell, a
few Krispy Kreme donuts.
You get dressed.
Don't forget to put on your
Soft'n'Dri deodorant.
On your.way to work, you
stop at the local All-Nite
Quickee Mart to buy gas for
your Infiniti.
You're in a hurry, so you
go through the drive thru to
get some koffee.
At work, you need a
snack, so you run to the
vending machine to buy a
Krackel candy bar or maybe
a Rice Krispy treat.
Fortunately, you had the
right koins for it.
After work, you run a few
errands. You go to the
FotoMart to pick up the pictures from that basketball
game you went to. What was
the name of that team, the
Starzz?
And you need to pick up
some all-purpose Kleener
and some lite bulbs so you
stop at Rite Aid. The good
news is that you can buy
them in the Valu size. But
you know you are forgetting
something, so you stop at the
pay phone and use your
FonCard to call home. That's
when you remember you

need to go to Banc One to
cash your check.
Sounds like America needs
a spell check. Everywhere
you look, somebody is misspelling something to grab
your attention.
I' 11 admit that it does serve
its purpose.
Misspellings do grab my
attention, but they don't
make me want to buy
a product. Usualiy, it
scares me away from
buying it. I mean, do
you really want to
trust your money to a
bank that doesn't
know how to spell
"bank?"
Or get your haircut
at a place called
Kasual Ku ts?
I don't.
And how about taking something called
Cold-Eeeze wh~n you don't
feel good?
No thanks. This trend is
only going to get worse.
After all, how are the
future generations supposed
to learn to spell correctly
when nobody around them
can?
Especially when we send
them to a day care center
called Kiddie Kollege, wearing Luvs diapers, to play
with toys made by a company called Playskool.
Don't forget every little
kid's favorite drink, KoolAid.
Maybe we should just take
them to Toys 'R Us to buy a

KNIGHT PUBLISHING, INC

120 ALEXANDRIA BLVD.
Ov!EDO, FL 32765
News and Sports Desk
Advertising & Classifieds
Fax
Publisher ............................. Scott Wallin
News Editor ........................ Nicole King
Assistant News Editor ..... Gwen Rhodes
Sports Editor ....................... Tony Mejia
Opinion Editor ......... .Jason Heironimus
Entertainment Ed .......... Corbett Trubey
Photo Editor.................... Mike Marshall
Production &
Distribution ....................... Brian Linden
Sales ................................... Mark Lanaris

Lite Brite or some Play-Doh.
Maybe we should give
them a reward for spelling
things right - how about a
Rain Blo lollipop?
It's obvious that it's too
late for my generation.
We're the ones that like to
watch the Xtreme games as
we are drinking our Hi-NRq
drinks or our Mello Yellow.

professors think that. One
would think that with all the
technology we have today,
misspellings would never
happen.
After all, everything is
done on computers, which
can highlight all the misspelled words for you (like
its done for about half of the
words in this artide). Then
again, in the future
we won't need spell
check.
At some point, misspellings are going to
be so common that
nobody will even
notice. People will
only take notice when
things are spelled
right.
Imagine this:
Little Johnny:
Teacher, why did you
mark this word
wrong?
We like to listen to music by
Teacher: Johnny, you
bands like Phish, Boyz II
spelled it S-C-H-0-0-L.
Men, 'N Sync or Blessid
Union of Souls.
Little Johnny: But that's
right.
We're the ones who go
and see movies called Antz.
Teacher: I know that.
What's your point?
And instead of creating our
own slang, we've just misLittle Johnny: If I spelled
spelled words to make them . it right, now can it be
wrong? ·
into new ones.
Teacher: Johnny, we don't
We're the opes that have
spell things right anymore.
playas.
And if we like you, you' re Therefore your right answer
either phat or kewl.
is actually· a wrong answer.
Some businesses misspell
If you spelled it wrong, it
would be right.
to be cute. Or is that kute?
I can't tell anymore. For
Businesses need to start
some strange reason, they
realizing that they are doing
think all the words in their
more harm than good. They
name should start with the
need to realize that spelling
same letter.
things incorrectly doesn't
Take for example the
make them look good. It
name of a restaurant in rural
makes them look stupid.
Ohio, Korner Kafe. Then
Businesses need to start
again, if they had spelled it
giving us more credit. We're
right, it would be Corner
smarter than they think.
Cafe.
Most Americans recognize
I guess I'm wrong.
when something is spelled
wrong. They laugh at it. Misspellings must be
kute.
After all, Americans use
kommon sense.
I wonder why none of my

·Bill and Tom:
_.:

~,

2ofakind?
THE DA,,ltl' COUGAR
COWGE.p.k.Ess ~qffANGE

Americans ev&ywhete were probabl¥ . .
· bµsy this wee!t s.tnashiitg their ,porcelain ,.
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of·Thomas Jefferson out of their com~
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Former student questions
proposed tier system
Throughmy local paper, The Tallahassee Democrat, I
understaild that two (<to the deathn enemies have agreed
on sottie!fung. That sometbin~ i11ust be .something that is
so g<:>Pdf<>r lliem thatthey cati't believeit's true! Please
don~nellme adults and prbfessionals who are alumni of

UCF alumna wants to turn
knights into manatees

I graduated from UCF in 1985 with a Bachelors of
Arts degree in Criminal Justice and a Bachelor of
Science degree in Business Management. My father and
two sisters also graduated from UCF (FfU for some).
I would appreciate clarification on a matter that has
these schools aren't as competitive for.legislative dollars puzzled me and my family while attending and since
graduating from UCF. Is there anyone who can explain
as they'are for touchdowns, because I know they are.
why UCF's mascot is a "Knight?" I have heard a story
F.tori~and .F lorida State have agreed to the recently
that since UCF (FfU) was such a big commuter school,
propo$eql'{ier system. I understand this will mean:
it was considered a night school. Oh, that is clever.
1} 'The.&~~Qf~eperpupilparity ~nding for UCF if
I believe that. several individuals made a hasty deci!~i~ pi;q:pt)~ai g~s thtough. bl short, we will receive less
sion and came up with Knights. When you think of cenmo.Qey per $tu<1eut.
.
tral Florida, you do not think of medieval knights, I
2) UCf °WUl become a second class school. The politicat'."legislat,ise ·~spip'' will not admit this. Furthermore, if also cannot remember ever seeing a female, black, or
t!CF is ill th~2nd tier, this willbe used against us when other ethniticity knight, The women in the medieval
times were often, shall we say, ladies in waiting. I
. W<;( {:\f~ r~ru.iti:ng §¢}19lat$ as ,;w-eH ~.when we are
would like to see UCF adopt a new mascot, a strong
r~cttiifip,g aihtetes..
!~fk
l:S'att<.i the Seminoles are fierce competitors. I figure to represent our university that also identifies
<Jtf~yerstty to compete with them and not be · with our central Florida lifestyle.
placatetf.;Wlththeir leftoyers! ii
The names of the other Florida university mascots
ring
out with power and strong Florida symbols:
l{bi~pts. Ele;tSe be brave a!ld bold enough to t:onsider
Gators,
Seminoles, Hurricanes, and Panthers.
a very non'... politically correcfposition and fight for
I
am
open
to different ideas for a new masc:ot. I
UGF's stams.and.Jurore! WMn lserved on the UCF
would
like
to
see the current student body and regis.Alµtllft! ~~gciatiqn Boarq of Dl!ectors, ''per student
.. ~' , ..... " was (}~e o! the rQ.~j~r issues that was . tered alumni association members contacted for input
for a new ~ascot. This could be conducted through the
,~ Jti0Dpf ptlly~:~t~ xnany years Of labO{.
.)~~ . ,<\ _~.&~,;.g>,iveup
ou. tlti$i~~ without an all-out war Internet, on campus displays, the "FUTURE," and
. - ,., - - - ' ': ,
through the alumni magazine. Suggestions ... well, my
witnt . .'.f>ard+of ·Regeqts ! , '.
personal favorite is to be the Manatees. A creature that
triiles&·'.tfie )3.QR.cap s.bow us how the "new" tiered
$)'$teui. l$ b¢.tte; f~r l)CF1 we sh{)uJd fight for status quo! is strong, unique and associated with our state. This
would a1so make people aware of the animal and its
,p~q'tl~d' atthe doo1; w~th. YQUt .,hati;p, your hand
quest for survival. UCF, like the manatee, is going to
l)u~:; · · :' inyifaU()qto the '~~east Qtlegi$1ative fundhave to ·stay strong for recognition and survival. Picture
i~ ii'e,,9ftlqi~ly'~ · · }1~ tiei; ~chool, our
the crowd at the football games doing the wave at mantnU$t'be loweteq
ft-overs.
atee speed.
J?ighttt~m. Knights.r Fight 'emt
·
-Gregou l).Wjlson, UCF Class of '81
Many colleges .and universities have unique mascots

w®t,•.

, .,

.··. ,

that are not some blood thirsty.Jl.ends or fierce anirn.als.
the Maryland Terrapins, Utah Qtes, Syracu8e
Orangemen, Temple Owls~ Put~e Boilermakers,
Lehigh Engineers, Tufts Jumbo$., ,dmany more. .•
Other ,suggestion~, th~.l.J~ @rack:ers..No, it is not'' cF
•racial slur or meMfa~ a.•. ~~atit
'£C>Wl,m~. ~,llrlU~'~e,i

late 18QOs;:~eFloiid3.;·Y9~...

,'lu"coubtinicalt. 1·¥
Heade~ th~y

with each other by cracking ,

"to be kilown as Crac~~rs,-Irt~f
Hoosiers; Oklah91na Sooner~~

~~~IncGi~. +''"" e#: ·
he 'Nofth Cat:Qltnit.
'Iii·+. lli!"
,'.·
·~

Heels.

How abo11t the UCI? Stol1Ui~ . <

0

·<; . .}

.·. ..· . .. ... . . / .. . .

dn~~~=c:;:~~~t"f~'f'I

changing the .schooLco1qrs'. ,.:';;., . ~~iJ?i~ked 2~lack:;:~ .· .•w
gold has never watched aµ ()ut¢t~qr $pqrting event i11t , ,,
Florida. I challenge anyone to
ahlack shirtto a ~
UCF soccer, baseball,. or fogt~~ltgfunft. J.am.prou<l, ftJ
wear my UCF shirts, but trY wearing one on..a..]ocalgolf
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Murphy and Fox head for the projects
CORBETT TRUBEY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Riding on the wave of an increasing
number of viewers, the Fox network has
teamed up with comedian/actor Eddie
Murphy to executive produce "The PJ's,"
the first animated television show featuring an all-black cast. Working with the
legendary Will Vinton Studios, they have
put together a satirical look at a family
living in a big city project that promises
to break cultural stereotypes and taboos.
Murphy is the voice of Thurgood
Stubbs, the cranky superintendent of the
Hilton-Jacobs Project. While not kicking
back in his recliner watching "Wheel of
Fortune" with a "forty," he's busy fixing
the plumbing and handling numerous
complaints from the tenants. Thurgood's
wife Muriel (Loretta Devine) claims
Oprah to be her hero and keeps her secret
fantasies locked away in her diary. They
play surrogate parents to Calvin (Crystal
Scales), an overweight but bright 10year-old, and his friend Juicy (Michele
Morgan).
Rounding out the cast is Muriel's older
sister Bebe (Jennifer Lewis), her Korean
husband Jimmy (Michael Paul Chan), the
elderly Mrs. Avery (Ja'net DuBois),
Thurgood's chess buddy Sanchez (Pepe
Serna), who speaks through a broken
voice box, and Haiti Lady (Cheryl
Francis Harrington), who uses voodoo to
solve everyday problems.
These characters come to life through a
form of animation called Foamation,
which uses large, puppet-looking creations similar to clay figures. This is the
first weekly stop-motion animation production to ever take place, with four or
more episodes in production at one time.
According to producer Vinton, " It's

.

SPEClAL TO THE FUTURE

Eddie Murphy is the voice of Thurgood Stubbs, the superintendent of a big city project full of colorful residents in
series "The PJ's." It premieres Sunday, January 10th at 8:30p.m. on the Fox network.
going to be a challenge .... but I'm excited
about bringing these characters to life
each week."
The other challenge will be how well
audiences take to a show dealing with
such strong stereotypes in a controversial
setting. In the past, shows like "Good
Times" and "Sanford and Son" managed
to entertain while showing people who
lived well below middle-class standards.
More importantly, they were situational
comedies that carved a place for blacks in
the television i~dustry. Along the way
there have been many hits and misses, but
what sets "The PJ's" in a separate catego-

ry is the ability to exaggerate through animation, a factor that could leave people,
regardless of race, laughing for mor~ or
irreversibly offended.
"I wanted to do the type of show where
people sit around and talk about it afterward, the way they did with shows like
'All In The Family,' " says. Murphy. " I
want people to watch 'The PJ's' and say
'Oh, man, I've never seen anything like
that."
In the past, Murphy's humor would easily command such a reaction, but considering his move towards more family oriented films such as Dr. Doolittle, he's

th~

new stop-motion animation

toned it down quite a bit. So maybe "The
.PJ's" won't be so bad after all. The creative aspect of the show is already turning
heads, and when the show premieres this
Sunday after "The Simpsons," there's
potential for "The PJ's" to start another
"The
merchandising
trend
like
Simpsons," "Beavis and Butthead," and
other adult-oriented animation shows
have created in the past. It's a bold step
for Fox, something viewers should be
used to, and also one for Murphy. The
only question remaining is if it will be a
welcome step forward ... or an unfortunate
step back .
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"Guaranteed lowest prices"
"Guaranteed best Buyback prices"
"The check is in the mail"
·''Trust me !"
"Would I lie to you ?"
You've seen the hype. You know the scoop.
You owe it to yourself to shop around and
not get suckered in by false hopes .
We offer the books you need at often times
the best prices. We have courteous staff to
help you and extended hours to make book
. buying as painless as possible. Oh yes, we
have convenient at the door parking too.
CB&S Bookstore
12140 Collegiate Way
(behind Applebees & Boston Market)
382-1617 .
Your best alternative in buying textbooks .
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The tears of a clown
his biggest opponent Dean Walcott (Bob
Gunton), who does everything in his power
to keep Patch from graduating.
In the opening scei1es we get a brief
It's difficult to knock a film that makes
you feel good all over. You know, that glimpse of the old Patch, a sad and
uplifting, warm and fuzzy, get-out-of-your- depressed man being admitted to a mental
seat-and-cheer feeling which is the result of hospital for attempted suicide. Of course,
endless tugging at your heartstrings and, in our hero can't look like too much of
the case of Patch Adams, numerous bumps schlump, so the reasons behind this are
to the funny bone. But if you're anything magically replaced with a humorous scene
like Robin Williams, there's a tendency to of Patch reaching out to his first 'patient,'
keep tuggin' and bumpin', which some- his hallucinatory cellmate. And then ....
Poof! Patch magically appears in the next
times gets a little played out.
Patch Adams is based on the true story of scene strolling on campus as an enthusiasa medical student who practices an tic, energetic freshman (we'll just assume
unorthodox form of medical treatment, one he had all that money for med school
that causes him to risk his education and stashed in a Swiss bank account somecareer. Firmly believing that laughter is the · where). All we know about Patch from the
best medicine, Patch dons clown costumes beginning, and prett}'. much the whole
and other assorted props to keep patients movie, is that he really, really, really wants
smiling and increase their desire to recover. to be a doctor. As far as introducing a main
Of course, not everybody agrees with such character goes, it's pretty weak.
What audiences will get plenty of,
a personal and unusual method, and Patch
must prove himself to all who doubt him if though, is Robin Williams whooping it up
he ever wants to be a doctor. This includes in front of cancer patients, nurses, classCORBETT TRUBEY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

mates, and anyone else he feels cotild use a
good laugh. The emotional range of these
scenes go from bittersweet to flat-out outrageous, and since this is the kind of stuff
Williams does best, it makes Patch Adams
fun to watch.
The only time things get to be a little too
much is during the heavier scenes.
Numerous tragedies pop in and out during
the course of Patch Adams (remember,
we're dealing with hospital patients), and
each one has a manipulative way of being
dropped unexpectedly, and then quickly
blown off to make room for the next plot
point. This form of storytelling is very popular with, say, Melrose Place and other
emotionally hollow television shows.
This would be much easier to point out if
it wasn't for the intense performance of
Williams, who maintains a screen presence
almost as strong as in Good Morning
Vietnam. But what starts out as Oscar material slowly borders on grandstanding, and
Williams dominates practically every
frame he's in (I lost count of the number of

times he busted a tear). The
well-played supporting characters, including love interest Carin (Monica Potter),
roommate Mitch (Philip Seymour
Hoffman), and buddy Truman (Daniel
London), are all given equally complex
personalities but only a fraction of the time
to expose the audience to them, condensing
years of their educational frustration into
poignant monologues that are blown off to
make room for Williams.
But as said before, you can't knock a
_movie that makes you feel this good. As
much as the movie seems to unwillingly
steer you to whatever emotion is appropriate for the moment, you have to appreciate
the fact that Patch Adams is based on a true
story, that Williams really goes all out for
it, and that audiences are exposed to a trend
in the medical community that is insightful,
incredibly compassionate, and could
potentially revolutionize the medical community. Patch is the mack daddy doctor
that everyone's going to love.
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Students, it will change
the way you live ...
erior Customer Service
G

Equal Opportunity Housing

11841 Jefferson Commons Circle
For More Information call
1-800-542-6190
There's Nothing Common About Us!
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Katzenberg looks to heavens for 'Prince Of Egypt'
IAN SPELLING
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

,
.,

Jeffrey Katzenberg hopes God's on
his side.
Katzenberg, the guru of the animated
film and one of the head honchos at the
still-burgeoning DreamWorks studio, is
going all out with his latest film, "The
Prince of Egypt." The movie sheds the
cute creatures of the family films he oversaw at Walt Disney and tackles no less
ambitious a story than the saga of Moses.
It's a risk of biblical proportions: a (reported) $90 million on an animated religious
epic with no obvious promotional tie-ins,
on a film that may be too kid-friendly for
adults and too adult for kids.
"What we were trying to do at
DreamWorks was take this technique of
animat1on that for 70 years has been used
to tell fairy tales and do something different," Katzenberg says during a conversation at a Manhattan hotel. "As you know
from my 10 years (at Disney) I love animation and I loved the fairy tales, but we
wanted to try to do something different
now.
"So, to change 70 years of perception,
which I hope is not completely impossible, is a big challenge. The last time I
faced this was when Steven Spielberg,

Bob Zemeckis and I were involved in a
movie called . 'Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?' We'd say, 'It's going to be animation and live-action,' and people would
say, 'Oh, yeah, it's "Pete's Dragon." ' We
went, 'No, no. It's NOT "Pete's Dragon."
It's something completely different.'"
Katzenberg says the time is right for
something completely different once
again.
"Now, it seems as though there is this
unbelievably rich opportunity to take this
form ·of storytelling called animation and
tell something other than a fairy tale with
it. Those fairy tales are very specifically
designed. They are cartoons. They are
exaggerations. They look for caricatures
of their actors. The music is used in a very
particular way. What we've attempted to
do with 'Prince of Egypt' is to find a different path, something that's original," he
says. "'Prince of Egypt' does not look like
a fairy tale. We've tried to create a painted
realism. We've tried to bring a painting to
life using some of the digital state of the
art tools that exist for us today. I don't
think any of it is easy, in terms of attracting an audience. It's why we're out there
promoting the movie. Maybe seeing Val
Kilmer or Sandra Bullock or Jeff
Goldblum talk about 'Prince of Egypt'
will say to people, 'Well, maybe there is

something different here and maybe we Finally, he landed a top-notch voice cast
should check it out.' It's not like most ani- that also includes Steve Martin, Martin
mated films, so it would be wrong to mar.,. Short, Michelle Pfeiffer and Danny
Glover.
ket it like most animated films."
All told, four years passed since work
The historic plot: An infant placed in
a basket and set into the river by its dis- began on "Prince of Egypt." Katzenberg's
tressed mother (Ofra Haza) arrives safely touch can be felt on every note of music,
before the Queen of Egypt (Helen Mirren. every inch of footage. There's a lot riding
The Queen and Pharaoh Seti (Patrick on the film.
Katzenberg's reputation and the abiliStewart) treat the child - a boy they name
Moses (Val Kilmer) - as their own and ty of animated film as an art form to
raise him as the brother of Rameses expand beyond so-called kid flicks
instantly come to mind. Bottom line, then,
(Ralph Fiennes. The brothers grow close.
Then, Moses' brother and sister, is '_'Prince of Egypt" the finest animated
Aaron · (Jeff Goldblum) and Miriam feature with which he's been connected?
"I don't know if it's the finest animat(Sandra Bullock) reveal to Moses his true
identity and tell him that the slaves toiling ed film I've been involved with, because
and dying as they erect the Pharaoh's that's not for me to judge," he says.
pyramids are Moses' own people. Soon, "That's for others to judge. I can say that
God tasks Moses with leading his people making the movie was a privilege. I can
out of Egypt. Brotherly strife, assorted also say that there have been very few
plagues, locust swarms and the parting of times when I look at something after the
the Red Sea all ensue with frightful speed. fact and feel it represents the best possible
To bring "The Prince of Egypt" to the .work that we can do. I do feel that we've
screen, Katzenberg recruited hundreds of done our best possible work with 'Prince
animators, many of them Disney veterans, of Egypt.'
"What the outcome is, whether people
a fact that fanned the flames of the
Disney-DreamWorks and/or Katzenberg- like it or not, I can't do anything about. It's
Michael Eisner feuds. Katzenberg also not in my hands." Katzenberg says. "But
secured the Oscar-winning talents of making it was a privilege and I look at
"Lion King" composer Han Zimmer and 'Prince of Egypt' with a great sense of
"Pocahontas" lyricist Stephen Schwartz. pride. We accomplished the goal."
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(not in credit cards)
Introducing the American
Express®Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.

The American Express Credit Card
for Students is a resource you can
depend on. With benefits like big airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years - and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-877-NO-FEE-4U TO APPLY, OR VISIT
OUR WEBSITE: WWW.AMERICANEXPRESS.COM/STUDENT
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ed gunshot, and rather than call 911, decided that the
humane thing to do was to finish him off.
•A man whose name was not published was
•In December, a deer hunter on upscale Nantucket
Island, Mass., stumbled across the hatch that leads denied a gun-carry permit by the Philadelphia
to the 8-by-8-by-7-foot-deep underground squat- Department of Licenses and Inspections, according
ter's apartment of Thomas Johnson, 38, which he to an October report in the Philadelphia Inquirer. He
said he built 10 years ago when he was on the lam told a department panel that he needed the gun to
from drug charges in Italy. Johnson's apartment has protect himself from "dwarf drug dealers" who are
cedar paneling, a Belgian stone floor, walls lined "beaming radio waves" onto him by satellite and
with books and tapes, makeshift shower and toilet, thus reading his mind. (The man had an earlier perqueen-size bed, stove, refrigerator and, not surpris- mit revoked when he showed up at a hospital covingly, according to local authorities, several build- ered in aluminum foil and complaining about pain
ing code violations. Johnson, a painter-carpenter by from the radio waves.) The man's lawyer, George E.
trade, said he shuttles among Nantucket and similar Walker, argued vigorously for the permit: "There's
been no evidence adduced before this panel that (my
residences in four other states.
•Researchers at a large Russian biological and client) in any way is not of sound mind."
medical center told New Scientist magazine in
•Greg Kelly, 31, was found guilty of Dill in
December that they had begun work on breeding a Ontario in October based on a Breathalyzer test
combination of bacteria that not only will decom- administered at 2:32 a.m. on April 6, 1997. His
pose the human waste accumulated on space shut- argument: That day was daylight savings time
tles, but will even decompose cosmonauts' cotton changeover, arid thus 2:32 a.m. never occurred, in
underwear and produce enough methane in the that at 2 a.m., all clocks moved ahead to 3 a.m. (Said
process to help power the spacecraft. One of the the judge: Correct, but still guilty.)
space station Mir's 1997 catastrophes was caused
•Clemson University animal researchers
by the weight of the capsule carrying dirty laundry. announced in October that they have reduced the •In November, thousands of normally tranquil odor at some large poultry houses in South Carolina
monks of the Chogye Buddhist order in Seoul, by adding garlic to chickens' diet. Said Prof. Glenn
South Korea, began weeks of vicious internal Birrenkott: "It makes the poultry house smell like a
brawling with rocks, clubs and firebombs over who pizzeria instead of manure."
will lead the order. In late December, police finally
•Timothy Dale Crockett, 34, was arrested in
stormed a downtown temple, but the occupying Spartanburg, S.C., in September and charged with
monks had welded the doors shut, and supporters holding up the Palmetto Bank. Crockett said in
pelted the cops with firebombs and bottles. court that he did the job because he had just been
Eventually, about 100 monks were arrested, but spo- charged $600 in overdraft fees because of a mix.up
radic fighting continues over the order's $9 million with his student loans. However, Crockett's bank is
budget and authority to appoint 1, 700 monks to var- the First Federal Bank; he said he had wanted to rob
ious jobs.
First Federal in retaliation, but that Palmetto was the
only one open on the Saturday that he got his urge.
•In November, a federal judge tossed out a
Georgia law prohibiting casket sales by anyone.
Police in Manila were called to a hospital in other than a funeral home, calling the law a blatant
October to separate employees from rival, financial- restraint of trade. Among the government's arguly embattled funeral homes, who were in a gunfight ments to the judge to retain the law was that having
over custody of a recently expired corpse. And urol- independent casket dealers in a price war would
ogist Roberto Trullii told reporters in Rio de Janeiro "promote the criminal element" in that murder
in October that the average flaccid Brazilian penis would be encouraged by the easy availability of casshrank by two centimeters in the past year, due kets.
largely to unemployment fears.
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Leading Economic Indicators

Least Competent People
Quadriplegic Louis Berrios, 32, filed a lawsuit in
December in New York City against Our Lady of
Mercy Hospital for a June incident in which doctors
turned him over to police because they thought his
X-ray revealed bags of heroin in his stomach instead
of what they were: bladder' stones. And Vermont
social activist George Singleton, 49 and black, with
hip-length dreadlocks, was acquitted in October of
Dill in Vinita, Okla., where he had been arrested
because of the bag of suspicious herbs found in his
car. (Rather than charge him with mere careless driving, police kept him in jail for 15 _days even after
two blood tests showed.him clean and the herb was
found by the lab to be rosemary.)

Weirdo-American Community

/

Late Registration, Add/Drop

As recently as September 1998, News of the
Weird reported on Milwaukee's Gary Arthur
Medrow, the man who has had more than 50
charges filed against him in 30 years for his peculiar
fetish of telephoning women and convincing them
to lift other people who might be in the room so that
he can hear the event on the phone. However,
Medrow was not a suspect for what happened in
December 1998, as someone impersonating a police
officer called a Milwaukee McDonald's and convinced the female manager to strip-search a male
employee to look for stolen money, while holding
the telephone to the man's genitals so the caller
could "hear" the search.

•Graham W Davis, 34, was indicted in Soldotna,
Alaska, in September for murdering his cousin,
Gregory M. Wilkison. The grand jury rejected
Davis' version of events: that he awoke to find
Wilkison on the floor, twitching from a self-inflict-

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O.
Box 8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or
Weird@compuserve.com.)
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Music: Arman Ensemble
French music festival,
Rehearsal Hall, 8 pm
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AA Meeting, Health Resource
Center, trailer 617, 12 - 1 pm

.

Music: Arman Ensemble
French music festival,
Rehearsal Hall, 8 pm
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The Thrill of Victory, Agony of Defeat

Compelling Explanations

•

Women's Basketball vs.
Campbell, UCF Arena, 4 pm

Recurring Themes

An unidentified 30-ish man jumped joyously into
the Aratama River in Yokohama, Japan, in October,
celebrating the home team's win over Osaka for its
first baseball league pennant in 38 years. He did not
surface and thus missed his team's winning the
Japanese World Series two weeks later. And in
November, Katsutoshi Miwata, 53, the chief scout
for the Orix Blue Wave baseball team, leaped to his
death from the 11th floor of an apartment building
in Naha, Japan, after learning that his star recruit
would probably sign with another team.

Stanley Elton Fulcher, 46, was arrested in Hemet,
Calif., in October, after allegedly trying to molest a
neighborhood boy. In a subsequent search of his
house, police found walls papered with photos of
the actress Shifley Temple as a child. Said the prosecutor, "(Fulcher) gets very upset if anyone tries to
explain that she's (now) a grown-up."

•
Rec: Community Volleyball

TOO} petu~ i uc~~Arena~ Free
to studerifs ~and ·dues p~ying
Alumni; $~:4 general
public. •
'
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Rec: Basketball Bonanza 3-on-

3 basketball
AA Meeting, Health Resource
Center, trailer 617, 12 - 1 pm
Women's Basketball at Florida,
?pm
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FOR RENT

I

SALE

HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 BED/2 BTH HOUSE,
CORNER LOT, LARGE YARD W/ FENCE
W/D, WJTH ALL APPLIANCES FLA Roo~,
PATIO $69,500 CALL CHlP 679-4806

Will train fun, reliable, energetic people
to teach recreational gymnastics classes
& birthday parties at kid's gym. CALL
MY GYM @ 869-4965

CAR FOR SALE RED 87 PRELUDE SI
76,000 MILES, POWER WINDOWS,
SUNROOF, No NC $2900 CALL
JASON 538-8064

LUCERNE MEDICAL
CENTER HAS INTERNSHlPS
AVAII...ABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES
COORDINATlON GERIATRICS, &
ADMINISTRATIONS
IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222

OAK FUTON SET INCLUDES COUCH,
CHAIR, COFFEE TABLE, EXTRA COVER
& ALL PILLOW. $425 OBO
CALL 381-0732

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
I need five ladies to sell roses in top
nightclubs, Pointe Orlando, RoXi.es, 8
Seconds, Backstage! Earn $15-$25 per
hour, make an easy 75.00 to 200.00 per
OLD CUTLASS CIERA 1984; 106 K, COLD night! No uniforms, flexible hours, full
time or part time Hours are 9:00-2:00
AC, NEW BRAKES/ BATTERY/ TIRES.
DEPENDABLE RUNS GREAT, UCF AREA
nightly from Wednesday thru. Sunday
$1495, PLEASE CALL 384-2263
Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and

--------------J have

t-

89 TOYOTA CAMRY, V-6, NC, SUN
ROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, ONE OWNER,
GARAGED/ $4500 - PH 834-5033
'87 CHRYSLER LEBARON 2-DOOR TuRBO
COUPE. 94K MILES. NEW NX, POWER
EVERYTHING, AM/FM CASSETTE, FOLD
DOWN REAR SEATS, GOLD WIBURGUNDY
TRIM. CLEAN. RUNS GREAT! $2800.
CALL 382-5922
Mac performa 6290
16mg/1.2gb/8xCD/28.8 modem Epson
Stylus Color printer postscript level 2
ZIP Drive SCSI port MAC
Powerbook 520C 12mg/200mg/19.2
modem. Cost for all items $1200 will
sell separately. Includes discs and
manuals excl cond call 481-8090

)

Home for Rent in Oviedo
3 bed 2 1/2 bath two story
Pets Okay $900 per month
Call Jason 538-8064

EARN ENOUGH TO STAND ON YOUR

HELP WANTED

give us a call. We are staffing great positions
in Maitland and Research Park/UCF areas.
Our incentives include:
*Drawings for TV's, VCRs, portable
radios, $50-100 gift certificates, Unlimited
Overtime, Doubled hourly compensation
and more.
Call us to schedule your
personal interview today!
206-7817 Rsh Pk
875-9675 Mtld
Norrell Services, Inc.

Wal greens
Healthcare Plus
Join our fast growing team. We offer
excellent benefits and a commitment to
our people. Opening in Customer
Service, Refill and Registration, Order
Entry, and Production. Call our Job Line
now for more information -354-4520

To advertise in the Central Florida
Future CALL 977-1009

J-----------------.1

Aid needed for therapy program
You will gain experience one on one with
kids & a variety of therapies.
Ca11 Lisa 299-3688

Not on the bus- line, or too far to
walk? Liberator Shuttle service is at
your service, Providing door to door
service to UCF, Oviedo, & Market
Place, Winter Springs, Longwood,
Casselberry, Altamonte, Fare $3.00
Call 830-7708

r-------------~

Landscape help needed part time
positions, flexible hours. Enjoy
Florida outdoors while it's cooler.
Call 651-6666 for details.
V
R
' C
R
ALET UNNER S - LUB OSELAND,
ORLANDO'S NEWEST AN HOTTEST NIGHT

1 to 3 days available. Pays $6/br

Start your own fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau
is looking for men to start a new chapter. If you are interested in academic
success, a chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a nonpledging brotherhood, e-mail;
zbt@zbmational.org or call Mike Simon
at 317-334-1898

CLUB LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 17-92
AND 436. EXCELLENT PAY, PAAT TIME
t---~------------1

r----------------1 POSITION
AVAII...ABLE LATE NIGHT. TUES. S

FORECLOSURES
YouR "'~~A'. BEST HOMES'.
10
AT. PM - CLOSING. MUST BE AVAII....fUU!,
ABLE TO WORK AT LEAST 2 SHIFTS PER
BEST DEALS! CALL TOLL FREE:
WEEK. ALso PART TIME VALET/DOORMAN
1-800-554-2335 EXT. CFF
Currently under construction and sched- 6:30 AM - 3PM OR 3PM -1 lPM AVAII...ABLE .---------------.1
FREE RADIO
uled to open in mid-November. We are
TO WORK 3 SHIFTS PER WEEK. CALL
+ $1250
interviewing for Front Office Associates
382-3482 AND ASK FOR MIKE.
Night Auditors *Houseperson *Servers
Fundraiser open to student groups &
Lounge Servers/Bartenders*Cooks. Please r----------------1 organizations. Earn$3-$5 per Visa/MC
forward all inquiries to ... 407/659-9100
app. We supply all materials at no cost.
LOOKING FOR Ff ARTIST ASSJSTANTCall for info or visit our website.
(Fax)_407/659-9101 Please ask for Bruce INVOLVES FRAMING, STRETCHING CANVAS,
Baerwalde-GM or Sebastian PeraltaQualified callers receive a FREE
SHIPPING, CRATING," PREPARATION OF SURAGM. Interested parties should be preBaby Boom Box.
FACES-HEAVY LIFTING, AND OUTDOOR
pared to begin employment
1-800-932-0528 x 65 .
WORK. PHOTOGRAPHY AND WOOD'.\ ORKas quickly as possible.
www.ocmconcepts.com
ING SKII...LS A PLUS. PERFECT DRIVING
RECORD A MUST. PLEASE
Valet Attendants wanted M-F morning
CALL M-F 9:00-4:00 677-8835
and afternoon shifts available excellent
customer service required
Call Jim 888-559-1257
SPECIAL RATE $299 PER MONTH ROOM
AVAII...ABLE AT KNIGHT'S KROSSING 3
EVENT MANAGER PAID INTERNORLANDO TO MILWAUKEE ON OCT. 8, l BI;JR. APART., LIVING AREA, DrNING, WASHSHIP POSITION FOR REGIONAL
REALLY ENJOYED TALKING TO YOU ABOUT ER/DRYER, FURNISHED. PLEASE CALL }POSITION OF A NATIONAL
BACKPACKING, SKIING, AND COLLEGE
800-501-0021 OR 912-876-7433 SUSAN
EVENT. 4 MONTH PROGRAM
WHII...E WE WERE WAITING FOR OUR
Alta. Springs-Young Prof. male (26)
BEGINNING MARCH 1, 1999.
FLIGHT OUT OF ATLANTA. l DIDN'T GET
looking for mature/clean cut/nonAPPROXIMATELY 10 HRS/WEEK
WORKING FROM HOME AND ON- YOUR NAME BUT REMEMBERED YOU ARE smoking/responsible - male/female to
RETURNING TO Mll..WAUKEE AREA IN
share a brand new 3/2 water front
SITE. CALL AMY @ MAKA!
DECEMBER.
LET ME TAKE YOU SKIING
condo. Deposit required, but no lease.
EVENTS (888) 32MAKAI.
AND /OR,DINNER. MY NAME IS JIM
$350.00 +112 utilities. Chad 407-834WWW.MAKAIEVENTS.COM
FISHER AND MY NO. IS (414)761 -2981
6443 No Pets.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
ORLANDO/MAITIAND
Our new hotel has room for you!!

smiling personality Wed have fun
and the night goes by quickly! Join our
team! Renee 977-0449
r---G-RAP--HI-C_A_R_T_IS_T_P_O_Sl_T_l_O_N_P_ff_--1
Experienced with MAC operations & programs for magazine layout & design. Working
knowledge of scanning and importation of
graphics. Position can become full-time position for right person. Need innovative &
creative individual.
Flexible hours for right person.
Call Ben Moseley @ ME! Publishing
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 E-mail@
ME4NEWS@aol.com
Now HIRING-CRESTWOOD SUITES APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED FOR ALL POSTTlONS. APPLY IN PERSON OR
CALL 249-0044

Hiring for all positions
Roadhouse Grill
Winter Park, Long Wood, Orlando South
679-1222
685-5065
681-2991

OWN!
If you are tired of being dependent on others,

1--------------

$21+/HR PT/FT
Processing Mail! Free Supplies, Postage!
Rush Self Addressed Stamped Envel
GMA/UCF
P.O.Box 567443
Atlanta, GA 31156

Email: Signup@info.infomachine.com

UNIVERSITY of CENTRAL FLORIDA's

DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
SERVICES
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT
CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER ROOM 155B
MONDAY ... FRIDAY 8AM - 5PM
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/,....mediate
l

l

Mediation is a confidential process whereby two or mo.re parlies
voluntarily meet to reach their own
agreement with the assistance of a
mediator. This service is available
to the University community and
is encouraged for those who have
been unsuccessful in resolving
their differrences.

CONFIDENTIAL *
VOLUNTARY
*
*FREE OF CHARGE*

*
*

f undin!1 provided hy UC P's Division of
Student Development & Enrollment Services
l

Place your FREE
classified ad online!
,,,:--,,;~~1r'-~'"~':: :;'17z-;;:;~:~:·~w"''.IY,w,'';r;·~-~w:r,~ -.~·-.,. ~-y··- ·w~- ?:-·--r ,;
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Grants alone no longer cover college tuition
RALPH VIGODA
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

Beaming parents are barely home
from the hospital with their newborns
before they are forced to face perhaps the
most vexing question in child-raising
today:
How are we going to pay for college?
Babies born today are potential members. of the college class of 2020. Right
now, the average cost - tuition, room and
board - at a four-year private school is
$19,213 per year, according to the College
Board in New York. But most Ivy League
schools and those that are comparable cost
more than $30,000.
The College Board says the average
annual cost for a four-year public school is
$7 ,472. Penn State, though, is between
$10,600 and $11,000, depending on year
and major.
If you look back at how rapidly college costs have risen in the past decade - 5
percent to 6 percent annually - and project
ahead to 2016, when today's newborns
will likely become college freshmen, it is
not hard to conclude that four years of college could cost $75,000 for a public university to $250,000 for a top-notch private
school.
And yet, according to a 1997 poll conducted for the Student Loan Marketing
Association (Sallie Mae), which is part of
the nation's largest· provider of student
loans, just about 18 percent of families
start saving for college before their child
begins high school.
Most parents, the survey showed, save
about 25 percent of college costs. while
two out of 10 families - 20 percent - don 't
save at all for school.
"Many parents come into this with the
attitude that government and schools will
pay for everything," said Mark

Kantrowitz, a Pittsburgh author and financial-aid expert who publishes a Web site at
http://www.finaid.org that is filled with
charts, calculators and other information
about paying for college.
"That just doesn't happen. The federal government has stated that it expects the
family to be primarily responsible for a
child's education, and wil) step in only
when a family can't afford it."
Time, said Kantrowitz and other college finance counselors, is a family's
greatest asset. Saving just $25 a week from
birth to age 17 at 5 percent interest will
yield about $34,800, a decent chunk of
money. Even just $10 a week at that rate
would grow to nearly $14,000 - although
in 17 years that may barely cover books
and late-night pizzas.
"The most important thing is to start
saving as soon as possible," said William
Shevlin, who specializes in college financial planning at New Century Financial
Group in Princeton.
The earlier a family starts saving,
Shevlin said, the more risks it can take
with its money.
"When a child's much younger, be
more aggressive," he said. "Then, when h,e
gets closer to college age, you want to
think about repositioning your money, perhaps putting it into something more stable,
like an intermediate-term bond fund or a
prime-rate fund. They're interest-earning,
but not necessarily subject to too many
wild swings."
Financial aid is an extremely complicated process, said Kantrowitz.
"It's got its own language. It's very
intimidating," he said. "It takes time to
learn and understand the process, and the
earlier a family starts, the better-educated
it will be by the time it has to engage in the
process."
Financial experts almost uniformly

return than many other investments.
When the college candidate turns 16,
advisers will tell you to look at moneymarket funds, certificates of deposits, or
savings bonds that protect the principal
and still earn money.
Everyone agrees that it's crucial to
save money in the parents' names, not the
child's.
"There are slight tax benefits by saving in a child's name, but it's outweighed
by loss in aid eligibility," said Kantrowitz.
The formula used to determine financial aid is much harsher on a student's
assets than on the parents.' A student is
expected to contribute 35 percent of his or
her assets toward the cost of education; the
rate for parents, though, is 5.64 percent.
(Remember: assets include savings and
investments, but not retirement plans or
the value of a home).
In other words, if a student has saved
$4,000 from summer jobs, a college will
expect $1,400 of it to go toward tuition.
Parents' assets would have to be just µnder
$25,000 to require that much.
Kantrowitz gives an example of a
family of five today (two parents, three
kids, including one about to start college),
in which mom and dad have $60,000 of
income and $50,000 in assets. The student
has no assets, except for $3,000 from a
summer job. At a state school that costs
$11,500 for the year, the family would be
expected to pay $4,500, leaving $7,000 in
financial aid that would come in a mixture
$55 billion in aid was distributed.)
But for all the talk of risks and investments and percentages, the way to pay for
college comes down to a pretty commonsense formula.
"For every dollar somebody saves,"
said Jack Joyce, "it's a couple of dollars
somebody doesn't have to borrow."

suggest getting into stocks and mutual
funds early and staying there for 10 to 12
years. You don't need thousands of dollars
to start out, they point out. What you do
need is a strong stomach to ride out the
fluctuations.
In recent years, states. have begun
offering pre-paid tuition plans, in whic]:i
families contribute either in a lump sum or,
more commonly, through an extended
monthly payment plan. The state then puts
the money together and invests it.
Supporters of such plans, which are in
22 states, including Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, say their biggest strengths are in
encouraging families to save, and in offering reassurance that there will be money
for college. Detractors, though, point out
that money can be placed in other vehicles
that offer higher returns.
What happens, though, if you haven't
been saving and it suddenly dawns on you
that your son or d&ughter is just two or
three years from heading off to college?
That's a situation that Jack Joyce, now part
of the financial aid division of the College
Board, saw time and again when he
worked at colleges in Massachusetts and
New York.
''We tell them it's better to start early and if they have younger children, to start
thinking about saving for them - but it's
never too late to put something aside, even
if it's only a minimal amount," he said.
"It's something they'll be able to draw on
and earn interest on, rather than having to
pay interest on a student or parent loan."
If you do get into the savings game
when the child is 12, 13, 14 years old, still
look for growth for at least a couple of
years, but stick with lower-risk investments, experts say. Bonds are attractive,
they say, because there is less risk that they
will fall sharply in value. Government
securities are fairly safe, but have a lower
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FORECLOSURES:
YOUR AREA!
We fax/mail Current Listings
Drive by your new home!
We're not Realtors so
YOU SAVE THOUSANDS!

TOLL FREE:
1-800-554-2335 Ext 32
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Single Double

If Quality is Important

24exp 6.99
a&exp 1.45

Service list
.35mm processing and printing
.Photo enlargements
.Passport photos
.Package printing
.Slide processing 3hr
.120 & 220 slide processing 3hr
.Scanning of negatives, slides and prints
.Data file outputting to slides or negative
.Presentation slides
.Powerpoint creation
.Digital photo restoration or creation
.Photo restoration
.CD-ROM writing
.Photo Archive onto CD-ROM.
.Custom black and white processing
.Black and white enlargement
.Black and white paper, chemistry and film

.Duplications and internegatives of:
Slides to slide

Business Special
I ,

• Slide to color negative
• Slide to b/w.negative
. Color negative to slide

. PowerPoint outp,ut
·. lo slide only
': : $5.00 each
1

·

.Copy work to slides or negative:
Flat artwork or photographs
. Graphic designing
• Graphic layout
Fuji professional dealer
.Commercial photography
.Studio photography
.C~nsulting
.Briefings
.Overnight

10.65
15.85

O'Mled and
operated
bya
UCFAlumni

On the corner of University and
Goldenrod in the Goodings Plaza

N

i
it--t-+-,,-~-+---+--11

!~!~::: ~,,.~ ~~
9AM TO 3:30PM

7624 University Blvd. Winter Park FL 32792
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Go figure: math's popularity is increasing
•
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Go figure.
If mathematical ability equals money and
if money equals the essence of cool in these
materialistic times, then an intellect for math
equals very cool.
Just add up the ample evidence:
Mathematics plays a significant role in
several recent popular books, blockbuster
movies and a campaign for a new men's
cologne that salutes "the sex appeal of intelligence."
We offer more proof.
In some locales, high school math competitors, "mathletes," are capturing the limelight once reserved for jocks. The latest SAT
math scores are the highest they have been in
27 years.
A planned TV series featuring scientists
and engineers has captured the imagination
of a high-profile producer. Even the diaper set
has its nerdy PBS hero in Arthur, who sports
thick glasses and loves a math test.
"I think there's a hunger for mathematical understanding," says best-selling author
John Allen Paulos, a Temple University
mathematics professor.
Paulos, who wrote the books
"Innumeracy" and "A Mathematician Reads
the Newspaper," once again explains the esoteric world of numbers to the masses, this
time by examining relationships between literature and mathematics, in the just-published "Once Upon a Number'' (Basic Books,
$23). '
"It's amazing - the phrase 'popular math
books' was an oxymoron," he says. "We live

in a time that demands more facility with
abstraction ... and that's mathematical.
Science, in general, is increasingly important,
and we're inundated by numbers."
In innumerable ways, math plays a part
in our daily lives: weather forecasts (derived
from mathematical formulas); political polls;
stock-market undulations; computer-generated special effects; space-shuttle launches; calculating the tip for that lunch tab.
Even a good flush these days owes its
success to mathematics.
By law, new toilets can use only 1.6 gallons of water per flush - an amount that doesn't always get the job done. A high-tech company in Los Alamos, N.M., has created software based on formulas for volume and flow
that can simulate a flushing toilet - a popular
tool among manufacturers trying to design a
more effective toilet.
"It's quite clear the nerds are running
away with all the money," says Stanley
Eliason, national secretary/treasurer of Mu
Alpha Theta honor society and a mathematics
professor at the University of _Oklahoma.
"Bill Gates hasn't hurt."
The organization of high school and
junior college math scholars has watched its
membership rise to 50,000 mathletes and
1,300 chapters as interest in state math competitions has increased.
"Mathematics is the modern language of
leadership," Eliason says.
One purveyor of haute couture has
tapped into the new allure of mathematicians
and, by extrapolation, brainiacs.
Next year, Givenchy will introduce
nationwide a fragrance for men it calls Pi.
Named after the Greek symbol, it represents

the number 3.1415 (ad infinitum) and, proclaim its marketers, "never-ending exploration."
Earlier this year, the company test-marketed the computer-generated scent in
Miami, a location chosen not so much for its
intelligent men but for its number of shoppers
who wouldn't think twice about paying $50
for 3.3 ounces of a musky/spicy cologne.
Nevertheless, Givenchy has declared Pi
the thinking man's fragrance.
Put another way: Brilliance = In; Buff=
Out.
But what's a fragrance without sex
appeal?
Givenchy has worked hard to equate
intelligence with sexiness. The ad campaign
in Florida features an astronaut - not the likes
of John Glenn, but a young, cute model, IQ
unknown.
Students at Philadelphia's George
Washington Carver High School of
Engineering and Science think math's new
cachet is cool to the nth degree.
"It's about time," says student body president Anwar Jackson, 17. "I don't have any
muscles."
The mathematician as hero has gotten a
hefty boost from Hollywood.
"Good Will Hunting" featured sexy Matt
Damon as the troubled young genius, and
"Contact" starred Jodie Foster as an
astronomer in search of extraterrestrial intelligence.
In "Pi," the award-winning summer arthouse thriller, math genius Maximilian
Cohen (Sean Gullette) verges on madness as
he studies patterns in the stock market.
"People are looking for keys to uncover ·

the secrets of life," "Pi" director Darren
Aronofsky has said. ''Pi is being rediscovered
as a way to look at the universe and find possible answers to the eternal questions."
Our unease has mounted as the millennium nears, bringing with it a technical
Armageddon in the form of that computer
glitch known as the Y2K problem. It's only
logical that we yearn for the surety of mathematical formulas.
That desire for universal answers helps
explain the popularity of books like
''Fermat's Last Theorem" by Amir D. Aczel.
The book tells the tale of the enigmatic theorem that obsessed English mathematician
Andrew Wiles proved in 1993.
"Everyone was taken by surprise at how
well that book did," says Jeff Zaleski, an editor-at-large at Publishers Weekly.
Since then, books about math have piled
up, like so much computer data, and have titillated the minds of even those who don't
know pi from pie.
Earlier this year, the life of Paul Erdos, an
eccentric but immensely . respected mathematician in the field of number theory, was
the subject of two tomes: Paul Hoffman's
"The Man Who Loved Only Numbers
"(Hyperion, $22.95) and Bruce Schechter's
''My Brain Is Open" (Simon & Schuster,
$25). Sylvia Nasar's "A Beautiful Mind"
recounts the life of John Forbes Nash Jr., the
handsome mathematical genius who went
mad at 30, only to make a recovery and win
the 1994 Nobel Prize for economics.
"I think there's a certain romance
attached to mathematics," Zaleski says. "It's
like a priesthood ... because only a few people understand it."
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Inside the TAAC
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

The TAAC enjoyed its share of national
success during the non-conference portion of the schedule, with Samford and
Florida Atlantic pulling off stunning road
upsets, and many other conference members giving good showings against topranked teams. However, now that the new
year has rolled around, everybody is 0-0,
with a new season in which to make their _
mark. The Central Florida Future will be
following the progress of all IO other
TAAC teams leading into the conference
tournament in late February.

Campbell Camels
Coach Billy Lee has had his problems
in his 11th season at the helm of the
Camels. The longest tenured TAAC coach
has suffered 50-point losses to N.C. Stafo
and Vanderbilt, while also having to deal
with
injuries
to key
starters
Darrin
Hucks
(mononucleosis) and Eddie Walker. The
Camels limped into the UCF Arena without starting center Jason Smith, who had
recorded his first double-double.in an
upset win against UNC-Asheville, but
was suspended for the game against the
Knight for violating curfew. As a result,
UCF dominated inside, winning 76-52, in

the conference opener for both teams.
However, Campbell fared much better
against FAU on Monday night, winning
72-70. The Camels (4-8, 1-1) get UCF at
home on Thursday and will also host a
rematch against Florida Atlantic on
Saturday.

Centenary Gents
Centenary's pre-conference outings were
filled with near
upsets at Texas
A&M,
Mississippi
State, and New
Orleans. The
Gents ended the
non-conference
schedule with a 77-48 loss ·at Missouri,
but bounced back in the TAAC opener at
Jacksonville, pulling off an 83-71 road
win and spoiling the Dolphins return to
the TAAC. The Gents shot 63% from the
field in the win, and got 34 points from
Player-of-the-year candidate Ronnie
McCollum. Freshman Ed Dotson, who
has been very impressive in his first season, added 15 points and 5 rebounds.
However, the Gent~ failed in their bid to
open the conference season perfect on the
road, dropping a decision to Stetson, 6855, despite 20 points from McCollum.
Centenary (5-7, 1-1) gets both
Jacksonville and Stetson on its home
court on Saturday and Monday.

·~
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Florida Atlantic Owls
Undoubtedly the most unpredictable
team in the TAAC, FAU pulled off another upset in the conference opener, shocking pre-season favorite Georgia State in
overtime, 97-90. However, in a home
game it was expected to win, FAU fell to
Campbell, 72-70. The Owls' strong nonconference slate featured Miami, Ohio
State, South Florida, SMU, and
Oklahoma State. They lost in blowouts to
four of those five teams, but pulled what
arguably is the most unlikely upset to
date in college basketball, beating then
19th-ranked Oklahoma State in Stillwater,
83-81. Damon Arnette is the TAAC's
leading scorer (22 ppg) and ranks second
in rebounding. FAU played much of the
year with 6' 5 guard Gary Durrant at center, but finally got Houston transfer
Ashley Baumgardner eligible to add size
to its frontline. Arnette scored 31 in the
upset of Georgia State, whom FAU (4-8,
1-1) visits on Thursday. A rematch with
Campbell awaits on Saturday.

Georgia State Panthers
Lefty Driesell got his 700th win in
coaching, but also suffered some

headaches in the non-conference season.
Point guard Kevin Morris was injured,
forcing freshman walk-on Henry Nieves
into substantial playing time. GSU lost to
Georgetown, Kansas State, Hawaii,
Miami (FL) in tough contests, but also
lost lt:> the likes of Norfolk State and
Southern. Their TAAC
debut was shaky
c;~ fl'.1 E UIv1 /,,
as well, as the
~
~
Panthers suf(;
~)
fered an over- c:c:
0
time loss to
\,Jl
·FAU before
Monday night's _
blowout loss to
UCF. However,
with Morris back and Quincy Gause
returning from an academic absence,
Driesell's team remains the favorite in the
conference chase. Alabama transfer Anton
Reese is second in the TAAC in scoring.
Georgia State (5-7, 0-1) will look for
revenge against Florida Atlantic at home
Thursday and against UCF on Saturday.

"'

Jacksonville Dolphins
The newest member of the TAAC was
greeted rudely by Centenary iri the conference opener,
83-71, but it's a
long haul to the
conference tournament, which
the Dolphins will
host in late February. Forward Calvin
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Slaughter has been as good as advertised,
leading the team in points and rebounds.
Second semester addition Marvin
Augustin has afforded Hugh Durham
another option inside. Jameel Anderson
and Ivyn Gunder, both JUCO transfers,
are the guards, while fellow junior college transfers Shawn Platts and Amos
Conyers are the team's top reserves. W's
best performance came ·in a 7-point loss
at Florida, but the team has been blown
out by Ball State, Florida State, Baylor,
and South Carolina. Jacksonville (5-6, 01) hosts Stetson on Thursday, and plays
Centenary again Saturday.

Jacksonville State Gamecocks

•

•

'

JSU balanced its non-conference slate
by scheduling West Georgia, Brewton
Parker College,
and
Mississippi
Valley State
in addition
to Alabama,
Mississippi
State, and
UAB, thus the
Gamecocks were a surprising 5-5 heading
into TAAC play. Hosting Mercer, Mark
Turgeon's conference debut was spoiled
in overtime, 80-73, despite 16 points from
former walk-on Niki Okolovitch, and 16
points and 13 rebounds from 5-foot-11
guard Rashard Willie. Things didn't get
any better for the Gamecocks against
Troy State, as they fell 70-68, despite
slowing the game down to their pace.
JSU (5-7, 0-2) travels to Mercer for the
rematch Thursday and is home on
Saturday to host Troy State.

www.UCFfuture.com

Mercer Bears
Georgia, Kentucky, and Wake Forest
gave Mercer a sturdy test at the beginning
of the year, which has Coach Mark
Slonaker hoping his team will be battletested and ready
for the TAAC
wars. An 80-73
overtime win at
Jacksonville
State was a step
in the right
direction, as
Auburn transfer Earnest Brown scored a
career-high 28 points. The Bears boast the
conference's leading rebounder ill Mark
Adamson, who averages over nine boards
a game. Mercer's big test came Monday
afternoon as they hosted Samford, but
came up short, 72-59. Mercer (4-8, 1-1)
hosts Jacksonville State and travels
Samford on Thursday and Saturday of
this week.

Samford Bulldogs
Samford has achieved a reputation of
being very good and has moved into the
pack of TAAC teams most likely to capture the conference crown. The Bulldogs
were the lone
conference team
to finish over
.500 in non-conference action,
upsetting Tulane
and falling a
basket shy at
UTEPand
Chattanooga.
Forw·ard Reed Rawlings and swing guard
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Will Daniel continue their solid play, but
it has been the production of sophomore
center Marc Salyers that has pushed them
over the top. While Rawlings averages 17
points per game, Salyers is averaging 14,
right along with Daniel. The Bulldogs,
notorious for their slow-paced style and
half court offense, scored an uncharacteristic 105 points in their 105-75 win
against Troy State to open TAAC play.
They got back to their normal playing
style in a 72-59 win against Mercer
behind 22 oints from Rawlings and 17
from Daniel. Samford (8-4, 2-0) hosts
Troy State and Mercer on Thursday and
Saturday.

Stetson Hatters
Stetson was the lone TAAC team not
to open its conference schedule last
Saturday. Instead, the Hatters opened up
on Monday against Centenary, winning
68-55, behind 18 points from swingman
Garrett Davis. Stetson has had a rocky
first half of the year,
but has gotten solid
contributions from
JUCO transfers
Sebastian Singletary
and Santos Hampton,
currently third and
fourth in the conference in rebounding .
Davis has been
streaky to this point, but should get a lift
with the arrival of Maryland transfer
Kelly Hite, who should take some of the
pressure off him. Stetson (5-6, 1-0) is at
Jacksonville on Thursday and at
Centenary next Monday.

Troy State Troians
Troy State is taking up-tempo to the
next level. The
Trojans have allowed
over 80 points in all
but three games.
They have only beaten one Division I
school, however, and
allowed 105 points in
a 30-point loss to Samford in the TAAC
opener. At least they're exciting to watch.
The Trojans toned down their up-tempo
act and slipped past Jacksonville State at
home, 70-68, to pull even in the TAAC
standings. Troy State often starts four
guards and are led by newcomers Robert
Rushing and Eugene Christopher.
Rushing, a freshman, attempts over 11 ·
three-pointers per game, while
Christopher is averaging 16 points per
game despite shooting just over 30 percent. Troy State (4-8, 1-1) will take its
gunners to Samford and Jacksonville
State for rematches on Thursday and
Saturday.
If you've been paying attention, you'll
notice that teams that just played one
another last week will line up and do it
again in an instant rematch this week.
This quirk of scheduling is caused by the
defection of FIU to the Sun Belt, leaving
the TAAC with an odd number of teams.
Although nobody likes the situation much,
Campbell Coach Billy Lee put it into perspective best when he said, "!guess you
just have to dance with who you brought
to the party. " And so, the dance must go
on.
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Wyatt returns Bethune-Cookman football to glory
since 1985. A berth in the Heritage Bowl
in Atlanta, where the Wildcats faced
Southern University.
And, oh, yes ...
Wyatt is in the house.
Finally.
He always has been there, really.
Wyatt has lived on-campus for 19 years,
blending in comfortably among the 2,300
students and casting a compassionate eye
on student-athletes who share Bronson
Hall, a building adjacent to the university's
football practice facility.
From his dorm room, Wyatt literally
saw the football program almost run into
the ground.
Much of the controversy focused on
head Coach Sylvester Collins, whose twoyear reign ended in 1994 when Collins was
fired by the school after he was charged
with raping a 17-year-old girl who lived in
his Daytona Beach apartment complex.
Although Collins would be cleared by a
grand jury, he was sentenced to six months
probation after another incident__..:. soliciting an undercover police officer for oral
sex in May '94.
Improper financial aid given to student-athletes through the "President's
Leadership List" led to NCAA sanctions
that stripped the team of 32 grants-in-aid
beginning in 1994. A serious deficit at the
school resulted in a c9mmittee of seven
trustees being given a mandate to research
the B-CC athletic program and consider
dropping football.
With the program in shambles, players
felt the sarcastic sting from passersby who
would honk their horns to mock a pathetic

GEORGE DIAZ
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. - The little
demons always dropped by after dark,
beckoning Alvin Wyatt to join them for
another night of misery.
He knew them well: Frustration.
Emptiness. Doubt. Embarrassment.
Often overwhelmed by emotional
upheaval, Wyatt stared at the ceiling in his
one-bedroom apartment, praying for a
blissful night of sleep that never would
come.
Tears rolled off his cheek and onto his
pillow. He moaned softly.
The demons continued dancing in his
head.
This is what happens to a compassionate man who loves his school and sees a
football program crumbling. He was an
innocent bystander in the early '90s,
watching another man destroy something
he cherished.
Wyatt would pray for an opportunity,
for his time. Just a chance to lead the football team, Lord ... please.
"I was so afraid that all the knowledge
and ability that I had, I would never be
able to use it," he s~d.
Alvin Wyatt always believed in himself.
He just needed for Bethune-Cookman
College to believe in him.
Those seeds of trust are firmly rooted
in the fall of 1998. There is much to celebrate at B-CC this holiday season. An 8-2
record that marks the most victories since
1977. The team's first winning season

team that was throttled by several dval
schools in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference, including in-state neighbor
Florida A&M University.
After re-hiring Cy McClairen in 1994
to begin the rebuilding process, B-CC
President Oswald Bronson eventually
appointed Wyatt to succeed McClairen on
Nov. 26, 1996. Wyatt, a former B-CC
standout under McClairen in the late '60s,
was promoted from his position as defensive coordinator/assistant head football
coach. Wyatt had been coaching in different capacities on campus since 1975,
though he relinquished his assistant's position on the football staff between 1991-93.
"It was hurting so bad, sitting up there
in that room looking at the way our football program was going down and knowing that I had been a part of that success,"
Wyatt said. "And I just couldn't take it
anymore."
On a campus just a· few miles east of
the Daytona Speedway, Wyatt embraced a
NASCAR work ethic, taking B-CC from a
lazy crawl to a pedal-to-the metal pace.
He has yet to slo~ down.
. A few weeks past his 47th birthday,
Wyatt remains an athletic, older Teflection
of a solid defensive back who graduated
from Bethune-Cookman in 1970. Drafted
by the Oakland Raiders that same year,
Wyatt also played for the Buffalo Bills,
rooming across the hall from O.J. Simpson
during training camp.
"He was very likable," sa~d Mike
McBath, a former teammate and now a
senior vice president at PaineWebber in
Orlando. "A 100-percenter and flamboyant
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leader. So.me guys you hardly notice
they're around. Not Alvin."
After Wyatt's NFL career ended in
1974, he returned to the B-CC campus a
year later, joining the football staff as
defensive backs coach. Wyatt also coached
the women's basketball team, but running
the footbal1 program his way continued to
tug at him incessantly once the problems at
the school escalated.
"When the opportunity came I just got
hun-gry," Wyatt said, emphasizing the
word to punctuate his desire. "Real hungry. Hun-gry. I just refused to let it not be
successful."
Wyatt and B-CC appear to be a perfect
match, reflecting the low-maintenance
demands of a man of modest means.
He insists he is comfy in his one-bedroom apartment (no answering machine on
his phone), able to bond with his players in
a special way. He is there round-the-clock,
just a knock-on-the-door away from helping a player sort through girlfriend problems or a difficult English essay. "We can
talk to hint about anything," defensive end
Antron Wright said.
A divorced father of four with a limited social circle, Wyatt rarely strays far
from campus. "His wife," Wyatt said, is
the football team.
The marriage appears to be a prosperous pairing.
"The players can walk out into the
hallway any time and see me sitting in the
lobby, reading the paper or watching TV,"
Wyatt said. "They'll see me coming out
my door and going next door to get an
edge (haircut). Everything is there for me.
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What I like about it more so
than anything is that I'm close
to my athletes. That was one of
our problems before, our guys
getting wild and doing crazy
things. Now I think we've
turned the comer on that."
His salary is $47,500, minimum coaching wages in a state
that kindly caters to milliondollar men such as Steve
Spurrier of Florida and Bobby
Bowden at Florida State.
"I'm not ashamed to tell
anybody about that because
Bethune-Cookman has done a
lot for me," Wyatt said. "And
that's why my loyalty is here.
They've given me the opportunity that I wanted, and I appreciate that."
Harnessing his love for the
school and his relentless work
ethic, Wyatt jump-started the
rebuilding process in his first
season by embracing those who
believed and dropping those
who didn't. He called every
player into his office during the
off-season, explicit in his
demands. No negative attitudes
allowed. No-nonsense discipline. No slacking off in the
weight room. No excuses.
Consequently, 20 players either
transferred or left the program.
B-CC's 4-7 record in 1997
hardly raised the bar to the level
that it's at now, but a year's
worth of experience under the
Wyatt way did establish a solid
framework for '98.
Beyond the successful run("Wyattbone")
and-shoot
offense and solid skill position
players such as quarterback
Pa'tell Troutman and wide
receiver James Adderley is a
critical factor in the team's
sharp rise:
The ubiquitous Wyatt, challenging, charging, cajoling.
Caring.
"It's just like nurturing a
baby or kid," said Willie
Blackmon, special teams coach.
"If you care about it, they can
feel it. ... Players believe they
can win because he believes it.
And they know he believes it."
The strides have been significant, shared by the entire
Wildcat family. A victory
against North Carolina A&T
vaulted the Wildcats into the I-
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AA national poll for the first
time, and, most importantly,
gave them precious payback for
a humiliating 73-7 loss two seasons . ago. The booster club's
fund-raising goal has jumped
from $25,000 to $500,000.
There is a $3,000 specialty
blocking sled crucial to the fundamental success of the
Wyattbone offense. A coaches
office was constructed on the
practice site. And the administration hired a full-time
groundskeeper to line the field
for practices.
"When we went 4-7 that
first year, people still laughed at
me when I told them we were
turning this thing around," nose
guard Rod Smith said. "They're
not laughing anymore."
Wyatt's contributions to the
rise of the Wildcat program was
documented earlier this month,
when he became the first recipient of Street & Smith's Eddie
Robinson Coach of the Year
Award.
"I love my institution,"
Wyatt said. "I love fighting for
my institution. I love bringing
this program back to glory."
That long journey continued,
when the Wildcats made their
first postseason appearance in
21 years.
Southern played in the
Heritage Bowl for the fifth
time. B-CC is a newcomer on
fame's door, led by a man who
had the strength to chase away
the demons that threatened to
destroy this football program.
It is not easy for Wyatt to
reflect on the-past. Sitting in an
office adjacent to the football
practice field, he reluctantly
goes back to a time when grief
consumed him.
Tears start to well up in his
eyes again; tears of yesterday's
despair mixed with tears of
today's promise.
"When I think about the
struggle that we had and now all
the people calling me telling me
how proud they are to be a
Wildcat, I'm overwhelmed by
that," Wyatt said.
"Now I feel strongly that
we have a football team that
will ease our pain. It doesn't
hurt now. It doesn't hurt anymore. The pain is gone."
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to

year's post-season All-Star
games to look forward to,
like the one at the Florida
Citrus Bowl in which
Culpepper, Siaha Burley,

'

cripple the program, but
rather strengthened it and
gave the people around it a
new resolve. Like an evolving soap opera, it will be fun
to watch what happens next.
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Traina inspires Knights' surge
Brad Traina's father is a coach. It's in his blood. When you
talk to him, you can't help but feel that he is grooming himself to
follow suit.
At halftime of Monday night's game against Georgia State,
UCF led by 10, 42-32. Right before walking onto the court, the
senior co-captain said, "look at the score, we can't win by less
than ten points." With that UCF trotted back in
for the second half and proceeded to rip up the
Panthers, opening the lead up to as many as 25
points before finally winning by 16, 86-70.
"I didn't want to take a chance with a
comeback," Traina s~d, explaining his desire
to maintain the lead. "It's an old coach's
adage, 'the score at halftime is always 0-0',
and I believe that. It was important to us to
move out and make a statement to the whole
conference."
Traina
Traina is among the TAAC's leading scorers, averaging over 18 points per game. However, he's been
injured for much of the year and actually didn't get much practice
prior to the game against the Panthers. He was in the training
room, getting iced down for countless hours to get him as healthy
as possible for the game. He'll probably follow the same routine
in preparation for Thursday's road contest at Campbell.
"Every day, every morning, every night, it's sore," Traina said
of his high ankle sprain. "I have to get it iced and get the swelling
down. It would be nice not to have all these injuries. This is my
fifth this year. Hopefully, I can get healthy."
Imagine if he were healthy. For a guy on one good leg, he's
not doing too badly.
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Jones stops to visit

Jones

Former UCF standout
Mark Jones was at
UCF's non-conference
finale against Ohio
University at the UCF
Arena.
Last year's TAAC
Player-of-the-Year wasn't pleased at all by the
NBA lockout, stating
that he probably would
have been on an NBA
roster if not for the
iabor dispute. Jones, a
6-fobt-6 guard, may
play in Europe this
year and hopes to
return when issues are
resolved. He had
played in the CBA with
Grand Rapids earlier
this season, but he and
his agent felt it best for
him to take his act
overseas.

Hodge, Granberry play big
Centers Bucky Hodge and Davin Granberry have begun to
assert themselves down low. Their presence against Campbell and
Georgia State have helped UCF to a perfect conference start:
"I think Bucky has played a lot better," Coach Kirk Speraw
said. "His defense has been consistent all season, but he has shot the ball well of late and
has come up with big offensive rebounds.
"Davin is playing healthy and it shows.
He's been hurt a lot or in foul trouble and he's
starting to prove how capable he is when he
remains in the game."
Granberry has had six rebounds in the last
two games, leading the Golden Knights in that
category. Meanwhile, Hodge has also developed a tendency for picking up steals and
Hodge
blocks.
"We decided we want to start working," Granberry said. "It's
all about desire. I think for us to be successful, we needed to step
up. We have to be real strong underneath to complement our
perimeter shooting."
The arrival of Seton Hall transfer Roy Leath has also helped.
Leath has seen his minutes in the post extended and has come up
with big rebounds, defense, and blocked shots.
"He's really helped. It's good that we have him because that
gives us added depth," Hodge said. "We've got to be able to
come up big for our team. That's a big step for us."
-TONY MEJIA

On your nextS10.oo Dry Cleaning order.
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.
One Gift Certificate per visit please.
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For more insight into UCF sports check out
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com
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Monday through Friday
10:00 pm: Sunshine Network Live! A lively 1 hour round
. table sports talk including phone calls from you the fan!
Wednesday January 6, 1999
6:30 pm: Golden Knight Basketball with Coach Kirk Speraw
Thursday January 7, 1999
7:00 pm: Tampa Bay Lightning @Montreal Canadians (LIVE)
Saturday January 9, 1999
8:00 pm: Dodge Florida High SchooLChampions Series: Dade
vs. Broward All-Star presented by NIKE (LIVE)
Sunday January 10, 1999
1:30 pm: Tampa Bay Lightning @ New York Rangers (LIVE)
Monday January 11, 1999
7 :00 pm: Women's Basketball: Central Florida @ Florida (LIVE)
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contribute immediately and make up for
the loss of Ooten.
"She's going to make us an entirely
different team," Bria said. "I say all the
time 'the Lord giveth, the Lord taketh
away.' We've been given T.J. and the
Lord took Rhonda away."
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.Women's basketball rises
above changes
Chariya Davis scored 18 points and
dished out seven assists in a 77-62 win
at Florida Atlantic (2-10, 0-2). Davis
converted seven of eight free throws to
help ice the game as UCF (5-5, 1-0)
used a 37-27 advantage in the second
half to pull away from the Owls and
win their conference opener.
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Chat McClendon added 17 points
and nine rebounds, while Kelly Ely hit
for 15 points. In addition, UCF dominated the boards, with LaToya Graham
grabbing 12 rebounds and Camille
Howard came up with nine. Sheridan
Andrews led FAU with 15 points and 8
rebounds.
Secondary and special teams coach
The win followed a home win
Danny Crossman has left UCF to coach
against Penn that shed the spotlight on a
Georgia Tech's
gain following a loss. Don't follow?
defensive backfield.
Highly-touted freshman point guard
Crossman, 32,
Rhonda Ooten from Texas decided to
coached two seasons
leave the team after feeling homesick .
at UCF after leaving
But her void looks to be more than adeWestern Kentucky
quately filled by junior T.J. Williams,
where he was an
who comes to UCF after signing with
assistant for three
Auburn and spending a year at Valencia
years.
Community College.
.Crossman played
Bria spent most of the game-day trycollegiately at
Crossman
ing to get Williams, who played high
· Kansas and
school ball in Chicago, academically
Pittsburgh and played professionally for
cleared. The reason for Bria's diligence
the London Monarchs of the NFLshowed in UCF's 57-54 vic;tory against
. Europe League and also spent brief
Pennsylvania on Dec.30.
periods with the Washington Redskins
Williams, who only practiced one
and Detroit Lions .
day with her new teammates and hasn't
played in a game since March, hit a pivotal shot with 46.8 seconds remaining,
giving UCF a 55-51 lead.
Bria is most thankful to have the
impact Williams (5-foot-11) is sure to
Gail Falkenberg has accepted a posibring as the Knights prepare for confertion at the Sports Club of Las Vegas and
ence play. She hit all three of her shots
resigned her post as UCF tennis coach,
against Florida Atlantic, continuing to
effective Jan. 4 .

Crossman leaves Golden
Knights for Georgia Tech

Falkenberg leaves coaching
vacancy. for tennis

•

•

Falkenberg, who has a 132-43 (.754)
mark as the women's coach and a 10753-1 (.669) mark as the men's coach,
spent 7 1/2 years as the leader of UCF's
tennis program. Before her arrival, the
women's program experienced only one
winning season in the previous 13
years, while the men's program had suffered through losing campaigns in five
of the previous eight seasons.
Falkenberg also led UC::F's women's
team to two TAAC Championships and
the team's first NCAA Tournan1ent
berth in 1997.
"UCF is beading toward new and
exciting go·als and accomplish~ents as
it moves into the next century, and so
must I," said
Falkenberg. "I leave
with only good
thoughts and experiences, treasuring .
always my tenure as
a Golden Knight."
UCF Associate
Athletic Director
Mary Kaufman said
Falkenberg will be
Falkenberg
missed.
"She brought UCF's tennis programs
to a new level during her seven-plus
years as a Golden Knight," she said.
"Her skills as a coach and administrator
have contributed significantly to the
success of our men's and women's tennis teams."
Kaufman said the search for a
replacement will begin as soon as possible.
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Knights pound Panthers in TAAC tilt
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

Prior to Monday night's
contest against Georgia State,
the Golden Knights were
adamant in saying they were
playing for the role of conference favorite. Following the 8670 victory, you can begin to
paint the red and white target on
the backs of UCF.
In what Coach Kirk Speraw
called UCF's best overall game
of the season, the Knights took
control from the onset and
never let go. Opening the game
on a Brad Traina three-pointer,
they ran out in front 7-2, and
fell behind by one point only
twice in the game. It was their
largest deficit. Traina electrified
his teammates and the crowd of
726 with six first-half threepointers as UCF surged ahead
at halftime 42-32. Traina closed

the e half the same way he
opened the game- with a three.
It was the fuel behind UCF's
fire.
"I think it was a case of the
offense fueling the defense. We
shot well early and everything
else followed suit," Traina said.
"I was proud of the way we
came out. I think this makes ·a
statement that our homecourt is
our turf and we're ready to
defend it."
They also must be ready to
defend their new status as the
team to beat. Only the Knights
and Samford remain undefeated
out of teams who have played
two TAAC games. UCF's next
contest is Thursday night at
Campbell, whom they beat 7652 last Saturday, before playing
an emotional rematch against
the Panthers.
"It's going to be a tremendous challenge," Speraw said.

"Both teams will be gearing for
us and will come out with a lot
more intensity and effort than
they have had. Playing these
games back to back is probably
good for them because they just
got it handed it to them and will
be itching to get back at us."
Traina will also be itching to
get back in action, especially
with him being able to get more
treatment on his injured right
ankle. Remarkably, the senior
played practically on one leg
against the Panthers and still
managed to score 25 points and
tie Harry Kennedy's schoolrecord for most three-pointers
in a game (8).
"It's a nice record. I knew all
I could do was shoot because of
the pain, so I was fortunate to
get off early," Traina said. "I
really wanted to contribute
because this was such a big
game for us. I couldn't do much

else because it hurt to drive so it
was good to get the open looks
from the outside."
UCF did an exceptional job
of screening to free up Traina.
Cory Perry dished out a seasonhigh 10 assists, many of them
going to Traina. Perry also
grabbed six rebounds and made
four steals to go along with six
points.
"Cory's defense on (Kevin)
outstanding,"
Norris was
Speraw said. "He also did a terrific job ·of forcing the ball
around to open people. This
was the best defense we played
and it started with him. It was
due to mental focus and out our
ability to come out and control
things."
In a total team effort, for the
second consecutive contest,
every member of the Golden
Knights got into the game and
scored.
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Senior Br.ad Traina has suffered with a high
ankle sprain for much of the season but
still set a school record with eight
3-pointers against _Georgia State.

What doesn't kill you makes you stronger
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

gotten the wheels turning in
recruiting, bringing in quite
possibly the most talented
notoriety its ever enjoyed, and
class ever to be signed by the
Daunte Culpepper solidified himGolden Knights. We'll have more
self as a sure-fire NFL first-round
on that when it becomes official.
The message sent by recruiting,
draft pick, but it will be 1999 that
will be pivotal. Second-year head
by the focus on reloading rather
coach Mike Kruczek has already
than rebuilding, and by the attention next year's schedule
commands is simple.
Central Florida, despite
last year's bowl fiasco, has
survived and is doing
everything in its power to
surge forward. Kind of like
the old proverb stated in
this column's headline.
While Culpepper will be in
some lucky team's training
camp when UCF starts
their season, the Knights
will probably enjoy more
attention this year than in
any of Culpepper's four.
The reason goes back to
scheduling. Every week
UCF will be on ESPN's
Game Day, being talked
about as an opponent for
one of the nation's elite.
More importantly, thanks
to Culpepper and last
year's 9-2 mark, UCF
won't be considered a cupcake. If the Knights manage an upset or two, all of
PHOTO BY KEVIN COLBER
a sudden the Knights are a

Anyone catch the bowl season
this year? I realize some people
decided to take a stand against the
bowl tyranny that left UCF out of
the mix by boycotting the bowls
and refusing to watch, but to those
who did tune in, did you
see what I saw?
I'm not referring to TCwho and their upset win
over USC in the Sun Bowl.
That was simply a case of
one team spending way too
much time.on the other
side of the border (where
the drinking age is like 5).
What I'm referring to is the
results of the following
bowls: Alamo, Orange,
Peach, Gator, and Holiday.
Still not following?
The winners of these .
five bowls share something
in common .... Purdue,
Florida, Georgia, Georgia
Tech, and Arizona. All on
UCF's schedule in 1999.
Actually Arizona isn't officially on the itinerary yet,
but all signs point to the
fact that the Wildcats will
add to what already will be
the most difficult schedule
in school history.
Happy new year.
Head coach Mike Kruczek has a lot to think about when
UCF's '98 squad
brought the school the most facing next year's schedule featuring five bowl winners.
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